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RUSSIAN REPUBLIC
Subjects of, the Czar Want
a New Government
COMPLETE OVERTHROW
OF MONARCHY DESIRED.
Should Labor Troubles Gain Good
Foothold Position of Country
Might Become Desperate.
HUNDREDS SLAIN IN
-
VLADIVOSTOK RIOTS.
St. Petersbarg, Nov. 15.—The pro-
letariat of St. Petersburg has surne
rnoned another general, political strike
begiresing today at noon. This ac-
tion was decided upon late last night
by the workmen's strike committee,
which now is completely under the
domination of the social revolution-
ists, whose leaders openly proclaim
that their ultimate object is the com-
plete overthrow of the monarchy, and
the establishment of a democratic re-
public. This alao is the real aim) of
their brother', the social democrats
of Poland, but the proclamation iv-
le: keep, this in the background,apparently supports the popular
empathy for Polish autonomy, and
the indignation against the applica-
tion of the death sentence being im-
posed on the Cronstadt mutineers.
The proclamation says:
"The imperial government conti
ties to walk over our corpses. It
court-martial, the bold soldiers and
saikno of Cronsitadt, who rose in de-
fenee of their tights and natipsal
freedom. It encircles weak andi op-
pressed Poland with the iron ring of
martial taw.
"The workmen's council calls on
the revolutionary proletariat of Si.
Petersburg to renew the general po-
iitical strike, which has already dens
°mooted its dread power in order to
Show brotherty solidarity with the
revolutionary soldiers and sailors, as
well at with the revolutionary pro-
ktariat of Poland. Let the workmen,
of St. Petersburg cease work at noon I
November Ts, with the cries of 'Down
with the court-martial,' 'Down with
the death penalty,' Dowe with mar-
tial Law in Poland and in ala Russia,'"
Appeals to Strike Committee.
The committee has appealed to the
itrike committee throughout Russia
to join in the movement, and hap also
appealed to the railroad men with the
view of bringing about another gen-
eral tie-up. One of the mast potent
argemenes used at the meeting of the
workmen', delegates last night was
that in thi, fight workmen will have
their efforts in beivaW of the ayes of
mutineers to increase the sympathy
felt for the workmen's muse, and help
them to win over the army and navy
to the cause of freedom. Some of the
detegated who, having the great ques-
tion of national econnmy uppermost
in their minds, namely how to in-
crease their incomes with diminished
labor, protested that the political
strike would interfere with the fight
for an eight-how day, but they were
rudely waved aside by the majority,
nato claimed that it wonlcl be time
eitough to deal with economical ques-
Wets when they had finished, with the
a cam:racy. •
*eke Commences Promptly.
, The strike commencer promptly on
the Baltic and Warsaw railways, and
it is announced that all the other
line* will falhow. -
'Although the, workmen of many of
Ate big estahlfshinenta. +beyond the
*wove and Narea gates and in the
Neva and Vaasicht Oetroff district,
promised to obey the strike mandate,
throe of the Putiloff and other fac-
tories declined to join in the strike.
The various professional organira-
tinn, which participated in the other
teem-oaf strike are also lukewarm. re-
„pending the decision of the welvelo-
Trien*I1 committee as hasty and ill-
adviser. Nevertheless in the present
excited state of p,hlk opinion they
may be swept off their feet. espesially
eihroldl tome untoward incident occur.
Shouhl the general strike again
'spread over the country the govern-
enent's position might be rendered
delicate. It is imorntant now to
Weal with many of the questions con-
fitting it, and) might be terrorised
into making further coneeseiorte. The
anitient kingefrfirre of Geoegia folloviing
the feat!' of Finland and Poland ha,
now plucked up courage and ham de-
manded autrinorny.
The attempt to reetewe order in
-the government of Kntaht, Trans
Camelia, with Russian troops. has so
inflamed the populace that the Inv-
filthier council of Kutaie, cepital of
the tiovionment of 4,10 name. has tel-
egraphed to both Count Witte and
the viceroy. advising against fur6iiiit
at:el:nee to coercion.
Hundreds Meet Death.
St. Petersburg, Nov. ts.—The latest
reprints from Vladivostoki indicate
that the rioting has not yet been eitp-
pressedi. Both the sailors and the
fortress artillerymen participated in
the outbreak. The commandant lost
his head. The situation got &rand
his control, and) energetic measures
were not taken until a large part of
the city had been destroyed. The pop-
ulation is still seeking refuge on the
vessels in the harbor.
'According to one report from Vlads
iveetede 300 rioters, mostly sailors
and artillerymen, were killed or
wounded during the first day of the
outbreak.
Uprising Reaching to Extreme Points
St. Petersburg, Nov. 15,—The up-
heaval in Russia, following the pro-
muigation of the reform manifesto,
has now reached Vladivostok and
Yeniseisk and other extreme points of
the empire. Confirmation has been
obtained from various sources of the
reported uprising at Vladivostok,
where the condition of affairs is quite
critical.
.Many persons have been killed, and
the foreigners have taken refuge on
the ships in the harbor. Many public
buildings, mores and houses have
been pillaged and set fire to by the
mleb.
The Amerkan embassy has re-
ceived from Cosoui Greener at Vlad-
ivostok &tad* of the outbreak wide%
began Sunday afternoon immediately
after the departure of the Russian
armored crurierv. Seventy buildings
were consumed. Troops were men-
mooed to restore order and fired fre-
quent volleys, killing many
zoo Killed at Krivoirog. -
Odessa, Nov. 15.—News has r
ed here of fresh disorders in
mall town of Krivoirog, in the
eminent of Ekaterinoslav, in
over too persons were kil
town was sucked and hail
IN BANKRUPTCY
„
PHILIP QUINN FILED SUIT
WITH CLERK PURYEAR
LAST NIGHT
W. H. Patterson Sued Interstate Life
Assurance Society for Money
Claimed Due Him.
Philip Quinn filed a petitiorbank
rep astcy lt evening before Clint Put-
year of the United States court. The
petitioner eenimerates liabilities
amounting to about km, while be has
no asses from which the creditors
can collect their claims. Quinn is an
Illinois Central railroad emptoye.
Insurance Concern $ited.
W. II. Patterson hay filed suit
against the interstate Life Assurance
aoc4ety for $eo claimed due limo be-
t nine the defendant concert flitted
down his application for a policy on
account of his age. Plaintiff claitne
he paid time sum to She company's
agent for the policy, but the concern
refused to deliver him the policy. Not
withstanding tide they never reterned
Ids money and he now sues for recov
ery of same
Fined by Magistrate.
George and John Ayers were yes-
terday fined la each by Jirtioe John
Burnett n tbet change of engaging
in a fight.
SERIOUSLY ILL
Mr. John Porteous is Suffering From
Hemorrhages.
The many friends of Mr. John Por-
teous will regret to learn that he is
seriously, ill at the family home on
West Trimble street, as the result of
several severe hemorrhages, which he
had several nights since. He is the
well known cemetery sexton and
tombstone dealer, and on account of
his abnorma) growth the docers do
not know how the attack will turn
out. He is only about 21 years old.
but is !oven feet taN and weietis 200
pounds.
Outfit Basement.
Mayor Yeiser is now receiving
bids from parties to outfit the base-
ment at Riverside hospital on Fourth
and Clay streets, so same can be mad
for occupancy by colored patients of
the institution. The present fintrtsu
are crrarcrowded with the notary tilting
taken there for treatment. The work
wit' be clone. right "Way.
The international Italian ”
Humbert prize" of 2,e00 francs f
the most ;unmeant contra:lotion•
otthopedic fourgerq has been a
ed to Do Oscar Culpins, of I
berg.
CONFERENCE
ANNUAL SESSION ENTEREI1
INTO AND OFFICERS
SELECTED.
Rev. Roney, of Wickliffe, Has Gone
Home, After Helping Rev. Cun-
ningham—Rev. Langston
Yesterday' morning at Mayfield the
hceniphis conference of Methodist
churches entered into its annual ses-
sion, and Rev. A. J. Meadows, of
Covington, Tenn., elected secretary;
Rev. J. W. McCoy, of Union City,
Term., assistant secretary; Rev. L. D.
Hanilton, of Clinton, Ky., second as-
sistant secretory. The chairman of
the committee on spiritua' interests
is Rev. H. S. Johnson. formerly of
here, while Hien. J. fr. Peeler and
Rev. W. D. Thompson. of Memphis,
were put on the committee of publish-
ing interests. Rev. J. J. Thomas is
chairman of the committee on tem-
perance,. •
.Re.vs. Neweil, Fields and Arm-
strong, of here, have gone there to be
absent until next week. It has been
arranged that Rev. E. B. Ramsey
come here and preach Sunday morn-
ing at the Broadway church, while
the two other pastors will make ar-
rangements for their pulpits to be
supplied
Rapist Revivals.
The Second Baptist clrarch revivals
at Ninth and Ohio streets continue
with great interest and large attend-
ances. Last evening there were nine
sip for prayer, and one conversion ef-
fected
!Rev. Roney, of Wickliffe, has been
assisting Rev. E. H. Cunningham
with the protracted tneetings, but yes-
terday returned to his home. The
regular pastor will continue the meet-
ings anti! next Sunday when they
will be brought to a close, after a run
of three weeks, during which tirm
emelt good was effected and many
ceinverpions made.
Atlanta Minister Here.
gee. C A. Umpteen. of Atlanta,
Ga., is in the city visiting his aunt,
iirs. James P. Holt, of West Broad-
way, and next Sunday he will preach
at the New Hope church in the coun-
ty. He has charge of a large cornered
gation at Atlanta and is the son ;of
Mir. and Mks J. S Langston, of the
eOtint y.
FRACTURED MEMBERS.
Mies Phelps I:418 in the Elevator
at Rh urf ord's.
ritZ: Phelmi, niece of Mr Bees, of Thirteenth and Tennessee
streets, was yesterdai on the elevator
at the Rhodes-Burford eseabliehment,
on North Fourth near Broadway,
when he got caught in-such a man-
ner aa to break her riest kg. The
fractured bone was set by Dr. Jeff
Riobertson, who sent the young lady
home.
The three-year old girl of Mr. A.
H. Fox, of Campbell, near Thirteenth
sereet, is suffering from a broken
right seen, caused by another child
who was carrying the baby, dropping
the little one.
DISSOLVED.
Kentucky Insurance Companies Have
Body by Themselves.
Heretofore the four insurance cone:
panics doing htl!t4t1e9R in Kentucky
and Tennemee have maintained the
Kentucky and Terineesee board of
fire underwriters, which organization
made rates on building, and regulated
the businems otherwise. Yesterday
the body Started in on its annual
meeting for election of officers, at the
Galt Idonse it, Losisville, arid dis-
patches from there are that the asso-
ciation dissolved and Kentucky will
have an independent one by itself. as
will Tenrieseaee. The officer* are now
being chrism, for the MAY bodies.
LAMP OVERTURNED
Small Blase Started at Seventh and
Clark Streets Last Evening.
- Last evening about 6 o'clock the
fire•departmente were caged to Sev-
enth and Clerk *relent by a small fire
that originated in the little frame
standing in the rear of the building
that Matt Husbands, hail, been occupy
The parties in the house had
nee) over a lamp which exploded
ad scattered burning oil every'-
but the flame which started
been extinguished by tire °mu-
pants by the time thegiorimen and
apparatus arrived lose will
amottrit to practically nothing
SELL GRANT
MAYOR YEISE12 OFFERS FOR
MIX THE FERRYBOAT
FRANCE ISE.
If Ciniumstances Derr.and it Here-
after, the Ferrybc.e. hhot Be
Run Twice Every Sunday.
Tomorrow morning at to o'clock at
the cith Mayor Yeiser will offer
for sale the franchise for operation of
a ferreilloet between this city, Brook-
port, and the upper Illinois land.
lags ooposite this city.
..,1,,,rant is a renewal of that held
by n brothers, who operate the
Bettie Owen, but ol
y desiring can bid on
same.
The Owen 'got a franchise
twentr years ago, but this expired
hroaavnetlf before last, and ordnanced
n adopeed, renewing *erne,
the r al haiing to be made
vhrou ram:Stunt of a sidle at public
auctio so they can buy it in.
The newel is made with the un-
dente ng that if hereafter '"here
arises demand that some ferryboat
bc f t the Sabbath between here
and Illinois landings, that ordi-
nances an be adopted, amending the
origi bill, compelling the Owen
br to make two «rips everystincla
'over to the other side of the
Ohio. TIse urunicipal legislative
boards fronsidered the question that
before imitation of this renewal a
new n might spring up over on
the II shore, or Brooklport may
grow *4 swell a size as to demand the
operaJi of a ferry twice each Sun-
day, foe the benefit of the inhabitants
not o of over there, but this city
also, flue boards came very near
placing ihmis Sunday trip clause in
the p at renewal, but as decline-
stew t present do not justify this
they the measure with the an-
istan the amendments would
provide, for, such when the cession
arose ill the hereafter.
• • • •
PI. WIPES OUT TOWN.
Only Js of aoo Homes Left—Loss
Friar' n kaco,000 to $noo,000.
Bluefield, W. Va., Nov. es.—Piire
epee) out the entire town of Burke
yt'rterde, entailing a kiss estimated
hie Seoci000 and leoo,000. Only
four d4tlhags and one tore-room
remain 1 more than aoo houses, and
it was nJy by heroic work on the
part of the volunteers that this 'mail
portion s1 the town was saved.
PRIVATE 
PAPERS
OF DEAD CASHIER
Attempt to Ascertain Value of Estate
Badly Ifiezd Affairs.
Pitt g, Nov. i.—.The private
papers T. Lee Clark, the dead
hankie reot 1 i 123456ETA0
cashier of the Enterprise National
bank, Allegheny, which are now
under animation by the appeaisere
appoi to dtermine the value of
Clark's state are sni deo show that
Clark's ide financial tranesetions
began ven years ago and that be
was in ted in many corporations,
instils& several mining ve ntur to.
his holdings at the time of
his de , it is said was a half-interest
in a s ing of high-bred Kentucky
horses. So -confusing are the papers
that t in charge have no idea
when can complete their work,
or wha the value of the estate will
be. lawyers for the estate, it is
said, not expect to save any of
Clark's assets except awe insurance
winner iktich has been paid to Mrs.
Clark.
MUST ENLARGE
THERg ARE FIFTY ARC
LIGHTS NEEDED BUT
NOT SUPPLIED.
Provision Will Be Mack foe En-
targement of the City's Pow-
er House Nat Spring.
At present there are 164 arc lights
strung *round over the city at the
respective !street corners, furnishing
illumination for the politic thorough-
fares, while at beast fifty applications
have been made for more to be
placed, especially out in the suburbs,
vrItere the town is rapidly growing
and being built op by the many /tun-
a-ode of inhabitant., who ace putting
up lwenes and pushing that portion of
dee municipality to the keine
The city official, are now pr paring
to :flake provi4o*Iihr appropriehions
fon en'argeni..44:4 glee plant.xt
spring. In the apportionment or-
dinance that,becentes effective after
the first of next year, it will be stipu-
lated that e certain sum, probably
ateocio, is to be set aside for the
needed invprovienent of this munici-
pal, plant.
T*1-kr boast of works wanted to en-
large the power house last springsebot
the legislative moils -he s vientld not
allow them the needed money be-
cause of the numerous expenses to be
borne elsewhere in the public depart-
ments. A host of improvements have
been made this year in nearly all the
departments except that of the light-
ing plant, and the vital importance cif
some action beirg taken towards this
has become so plain his coming new
year, accooding to one of the city
authorities who is in a position to
speak with some authenticity.
This official yesterday ...odd that he
doubted whether the plant would pull
through entirely this winter, with the
o'd engine they have pressed into
service, as its breakdown could be
looker) for at any time.
CHINESE EMPEROR
GRANTED AUDIENCE
To Japanese Who Are in China to
Settle Manchurian Affairs.
Pekin, Nov. is.—Afternoon.--The
Japanese envoys will be given an au-
dience tomorrow, November 16, by
the emperor. The conference will
open Friday meat, November 17, by
the exchange of credentials. The
Chinese pkeipotentiarie Sa re Prince
Cheig, Yuen Shai-Kai, Viceroy of the
Chi-Li provirsoe, and Chn-Hun"-Chi,
secretary of state. The greatest reti-
cence is maintained' on both sides,
and even well-informed diplomats can
only speculate on the probable result
of the conference.
DEMONSTRATION
MANY HUNDREDS WERE IN
THE BIG PARADE OF
YESTERDAY,
The Committee Is Confident of Suc-
cess With Their Automobile
Project Favored by Many.
Organized labor to, the eittent of
about (moo were out yesterday partic-
ipating in the procession arid demon-
stration conducted out of sympathy
for the striking mobormen and con-
ductors of the meet relieve): system.
The union members paraded the
street. starting at Ninth and Ten-
masee. following the ;line of march
puldietwit through these columns on
Tuesday morning. They commenced
their march about a o'clock and it
consumed fully an hour for the pro-
cession to pass through the public
doroughfaties outlined. They wound
down into the business, portion of
the city, went out Broadway to
Ninth, over to Jefferson, back down
to Sixth, thence into Broadway and
down to Fourth, where the body dis-
banded and part repaired to the Cen-
tral Labor hall on North Fourth
street while the balance went over to
the city hall at Fourth and Kentucky
avenue. Ohe single assembly room
was inadequate and could not bold
thc many hundred out, so a division
was made, half going to one place
and the remainder to the other. Mr.
Jahn D. Wood, Kentucky's fedend
labor president, and the prominent
coal man of Central City, spoke first
at the city hall and while he was
talking, over at the Central Labor
room there was speaking Mr. C. 0.
Platt, president of the executive corn
snittee for the Internationial Union
cd Street Railway Employe,. Wben
Mr. Pratt finished at the labor ihead-
qeartere he was followed by Ltiwyer
L. K. Taylor, of this city. Me. Pratt
then repaired to the city hall, which
he reached by the time Mr. Woods
finielved. Mr. Pratt then 'poke there
relieving Mr. Wood", Who went to
the labor halli which he reached by
the time Lawyer Taylor had com-
pleted his address. Mr. Woods then
took the floor and spoke at some
length to teh assembled mass.
Run °bike.
The !aline c nteee that has In
charge the question of forming a
stock company for the operation of,
automobiles in opposition of the
street data yesterday commenced an
active canvass among the business
men, laboring daisies and others so-
liciting Mock, edbeeriptions. They
had good emotive, and their indention
is to get im a .company of $10,000
capital mei buy a number of machinee
that will traverse all the streets and
carry to the front door the patrooe
riding in the. automobiles, The com-
mittee was suite elated woo- the suo•
ceie they had yeeterday, and are con-
fident that their project will be a
nuecess.
INEW GOVERNMENT
Isle of Pines Wants Inde-
pendence of Cuba.
SUCH/ DECLARATION
HAS BEEN ISSUED.
Wishes to Become a Territory of
United States and Asks for
Uncle Sam's Favor.
ELECTION CALLED TO
SELECT LEGISLATURE.
New York, Nov. z.—A cable
from. Havana says: Residents of the
kae of Pines tore issued a declara-
tion of their independence from Cuba
and organized a new government as
a United States territory. A &"e-
gate to congress wilt be sent to
Washington in order to have the
question affectiog the future of the
island discussed before the house of
repreeentatives, ignoring Cuban au-
thority. ; clean
Maas
-meetings were held under the
reame of territorial ccmventione and
officials were appointed to fill all po-
sitions except those that must be
named by the president, under the
Constitution of the United States.
The filen officer, of the new territory
are:
T. B. Anderson, secretary of
state; Jas. hi. Stoere, treasurer; Ed
C. Ryan. delegate to congress; A.Ø.
Ftiew. chief justice; David B. Will,
itheriff.%
Five Districts.
The convention divided the island
If five distriFts and ordered etc-
tierce td be held Teen:lay to select
member* of the kgisiature, which is
to convene mot weeht, tsix assessors
and collectors. One ticket was nam-
ed 'in each district, the only political
q • Kim) being to keep the island les-
the Stars and Stripes. The elec-
tion proceod14 .: an orderly naannsr,
ndeer the of fan, the men On
the different tickets annotnrcing that
they wilt take office immediateiy with
out regard to those serving trader the
Cohan go variant nt.
I. First official notice of the affair iscontained in this letter:
"Nemo Gerona, hie of Pines.
Nov. to icios.—Mr. Theodore Room
vek, President, Washington; Dear
Sir—The people of this island hay-
ing -purehased biomes under the trea-
ty of Paris, believing it was United
States territory, and having waited
ever three- years for recognition of
their rights as esiternerimin citizens,
fearing a contiodation of 'these eon-
dihiOne and feeling alarm at the con-
dition of Cuba during the coming
election, have taken preliminary
steps for the establishment of a ter-
ritorial government under the Con-
stitution of the United States, believ-
ing this the proper step for us to
take, and the most effective way to
receive imitate and e quity.' from our
national am-snaking body, also re-
lying upon you, our preeident, for a
square, deal.
"WE truet our action will meet
your approval. Yours respectfully,
"T. B. ANDERSON,
"Chairman Territorial Convemion."
One Dissenting Voice.
At the meeting there was on:y one
voice rased against the action taken.
That was by a man who expressed
fear of the results, asserting that all
arc liable to punishment under Cuban
laws.
Fully ene-third of thole narneddiv
in% on the island are American citi-
zens. About half the natives live in
the little town of Neuva Geroge.
Their inclination is said to have the
island belong to. the United States.
This movement to sever relations
with Cuba was fomented-by the Amer
ican club. Sixty members' of the club
net last week Monday, declated
theroselem a territorial convention,
and took steps to organize a govern-
mud. A teems woe taken until Sat-
urday. latiore than 200 persons gath-
ered at Neuvva Gerona. United
States Secretary of State Elrhu Root,
Gen. Lerelaed Wood and (Ahem con-
cerned in having the Cuban banner
raised were ddrvitniced.
It was decided to have a legisla-
ture of eleven men, two from each
district and one delegate-at-hirge.
Ratini,taft ritskvirip the niernirration
for that riffle/.
Old-Style Southern Meeting.
Iwas gke an okhetyte Southern
mass meeting, all enthusiasm:: said
S. H. Pearce- to a preen cot r as-
p o nden t ye-stet-dor Mr. Peercy is
vioa pres;iient of the the Isis, of Piaes
company, which controls ter0000
(Contnued on Fourth Paged
•
p.
.‘
seede: s• tries,
1=).AiDt.3-0.A.1-re
Greatest Clothing Sale
CHAMBLEE BROTHERS
ENTIRE STOCK, CONSISTING OF $40,000 WORTH OF HIGH GRADE CLOTHING, SHOES, HATS, AND FURNISHINKS WILL BE AT THE MERCY OF THE PEOPLE FOR rs DAYS; TO BE SOLD AT
57c ON THE DOLLAR. A SALE WITHOUT A COUNTERPART OR A PARALLEL THAT WILL BLAZE ATRAIL THROUGH THE TANGLED MESHES OF COMPETITION, ANNIHILATING HIGH
PRICES.
Sale Positively Opens Thursday, November 16, and
Will Continue for Only Fifteen Days
Notice—This entire stock will be marked in plain figures.. We assure each and every purchaser absolute satisfaction, and we will take back, exchange or refund your money on any purchase unsatisfactory whatsoever.
The building is now closed to arrange and remark every garment so that the masses can be handled, and will remain closed until Thursday, Nov. 16 when the world's greatest sale positively opens.
Prices Wrecked in Every Line
Fifteen of ljn'tnitable bargains before the public, beginning Thursday November r6th, and continuing for z5 days. This entire Chamblee Brothers stock is all new goods and abounds with money saving inducements that
will prove a tom: for overworked pocket books. We caution you to come early, as this sale will last is days only. Everything must go rapidly. This is the first sale of this kind in this vicinity, and may never be offered.
Bear in mind there :re one housand other articles we cannot mention here. We advise you to sal.. this and bring it with you., so you can get exactly the goods mentioned in this document. Remember no postponement.
satir:action
 
guaranteed in every instance or your money refunded immediately. Merchants from this city or vicinity to buy portions of this stock at the same retail price herein listed will be waited on only between the
hours of 8 and 9 every mk.-ning.
Moos Clothing
A full suit of men's
clothes worth $5.00 for.
Men's black and fancy
weave suits worth $6.5o, at
Men's Suits in Scotth and
worth $8.00, or your
money back 
Men's Splendid Cassimere A.98
suits in great variety   Raw
This suit is worth $ro.co or your
money back any time during the sale.
Men's ail wool Dress Suits in plain
black, plaids and fancy
stripes. This suit is
itively worth 
Po"- Z.48
3.50
At $998 you are free to take choice
of any $15.00 suit in tbe house, as
finely made with silk and satin lin-
ings, elegantly finished as the
most fa.stidious dresser
could desire 9998
Meo's Extra Fine Business and
Dress Suits all the latest styles and
fabrics, equal in every respect to
the finest tailor-made
suits 
 
I I • 90—n
1.98
2.98
Overcoats
Men's Heavy Overcoats in Black and
Blue Beavers, sewed with silk
and worth every cent of
$7.50. 
 
2.98
Men's Fine Overcoats in English
Ulster cloths, Kersey* Meltons
Beavers, black, blue and brown
This coat is positive:y oserth
;moo or your money
back. 
 4'698
Men's Extra Fine Melton and Be•rer
Overcoats, something you can be
proud of, and fully
worth $15.eo 7.48
Another high-irrack Coot r that
swell new market effect in five dif-
ferent shades, some silk and room<
satin lined, equal to custom made
and worth $20.00 or your money
back for the
asking 9.98
Overcoats at $11. :t: and
$12.48 represent the ..tict of
the wortd's celebrated looms sod
the most skillful talkies. They
equal any $4o.00 tailor-made-to-or-
der garment in the world.
Boys suits
and overcoats
Boys' Knee Pant Suits
worth $1.00 for  
Boys' Knee Pant
59c
98cStrits
worth $2.00, for 
Boys' Knee Pant Suits and 1
Overcoats worth $2 so at.. • 19
Boys' Knee Pant Suits and I A yt.
Overcoats worth $2.50, at.. 14.4"
Boys' Knee Pant Suits and' o8Overcoats worth $3.50 at..
rants, Vests
150 pairs men's working
Pants worth $t.5o, for /9c
350 pairs men's dress Pants
worth $2.00, for
Men's fine Trousers for business
wear, worsted and fancy stripes,
positiaely worth $2.5o
1•48and $3 oo, at
Men's very fine Trousers, imported
Worsteds and Ca ss meres, worth
Um and $5.00 or your
money back. 2848
A brg lot of men's and boys' odd
Vests at 19, 19, 29 and 480.
One 1.6t of men's and boys' odd
Coats at 330 on the dollar.
200 pars Knee Pants
at I9C
Wool and Worsted.
300 pairs Knee Pants at 38C
All of the extra fine Wool Worsted
arul fancy weaves
a t 
 48c
Shoes for
the whole family
Men's Heavy work 89 cworh $1.5o, for
soo pairs men's Oil-Grain and Kan-
garoo Sample Shoes
worth $2.00, at  I.I9
400 pairs men's McKay Sewed fine
Shoes worth $3.50, 1 69.
at 
300 pairs men's Goodyear Welt
Shoes in all leathers and
sizes, worth $300. 
 
1 • 98
1,000 pairs men's very fine Shoes, all
Goodyear sewed in every style and
leather that shoes are
made in, worth
$150 to $5.00 2.48
t,soo pairs boys noises' and chil-
dren's shoes at 57* on the $t oo.
350 pairs ladies' Shoes that would be
cheap a $t so,
for 498C
soo pairs ladies floe Shoes in all
styles' worth Woo,
for 
 
 1.19
650 pairs ladies very fine
Shoes at 
worth $250.
250 pairs ladies' Patent
r and Vici Shoes,
L.( r;:i .7.3.00 to $,.00.
1-48
1.98
1,350 pairs ladies' Sample Shoes at
3:3:. 
other 
the dollar.
1,000 tr articles we cannot men-
t.
HAI Department
Men's Hats in great variety at
48, 69, 98, 1.19, 1.48, 1.98
which is les, than soc on the. dollar.
Men's and boys' Caps, all the newest
creations, at 
5, 8, 12, 19, 38, 48, 63, 79
Umbrella. at
39, 69, 98 and 1.19
would he cheap at doubk these
figures.
One lot boys' work Shirts . • •130
One lot men's Dress Shirts 29cworth soc, for 
Over k000 _ men's Fancy
Drees Shirts and Black
Satines worth 75c, for ..
Colored
38C
Borneuefic Friary Dress Shirts
worth $1.00 the world
over, at 48c
Wilson Brno. famous mike Fancy
Dress 'Shirts, worth $1.50, 
O
tit
for 
 
yt-,
Men's Fleece Lined and
Ribbed Underwear at ... 29C
too dozen ladies' Handkerchiefs, le.
Men's White Handkerchkefs, 20.
Men's Hemstitched 
.... 3e.
Men's turkey Reid and Blue
Handkerchief s 
too dozen Grey Mixed Half
HOse 
3e.
4c.
too dozen Bleck Half Hose .... 3e.
Men's and ladies' Seamless
'ose 
 7e.
Men's good Heavy Suspenders
at
Boys' Suspenders at
Men's 25c Suspenders at 
Men's 35c Suspenders at
Men's soc Suspenders at 
Men's Gloves in great variety
60.
4e.
120
19e.
27e.
at ..
12, 17, 22; 29, 38, 48, 69
positively no goods sold or no one allowed in the store until Chursday November 16, at
9 a. m. Che opening day will be a gala day. There will be music. Don't fail to come.
Railroad fare paid each and every purchaser of 45 and over. Sale positively opens at
9 o'clock sharp, Chursday, November 16, 1905, and closes in fifteen days.
MARK THE DATE AND MARK
IT WELL. THURSDAY, NO-
VEMI3R 16. THE HOUR IS
SET. LET NOTHING KEEP
YOU AWAY.
Chamblee Bros. Storeroom REMEMBER THE PLACE.430 ON BROADWAY, OPPO-SITE THE PALMER HOUSE.DON'T FORGET THE PLACEAND DATE.
430 Broadway, Opposite Palmer House, Paducah, kv.
We hereby agree to refund the money on all goods if not satisfactory to purchasers
Look for the large Red Sign Reading "THIS IS CHAMBLEE BROTHERS"
WANTED: 50 experienced clothing and shoe salesmen and salesladies.
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APPELLATE BENCH DECIDED
EVERYTHING ALL RIGHT
WITH ORDINANCE.
Lawyers Cecil Reed and J. S. Ross
Return Today from South—
Judge Reed Resumes Court.
•
Te:egrams from Frankfort yester-
cay announced that the appelIate
court had decided that Judge Reed,
of the locil circuit court, was right
in holding as valid the ordinances and
orders of the municipal legislative
hoards for the reconstruction part of
Kentucky avenue and) also Jefferson.
ThiS Pets at rest all doubts as to the
legality of the measures, and now
things are settled in this respect.
City Solicitor James Campbell, who
filed the empacte suit to have the cal-
dinance,s, etc., tested in the courts,
yesterday said that some few' people
seemed to misconstrue the position
he took in the matter in believing
• t he claimed solely that the or-
es were illegal. He continued
that this was not the case, but that
he set up before the court many
points he thought legal in the meats-
tires and orders, and then those he
thought may not be valid. There be-
ing some difference of opinion as to
the ordinance as a whole, he had the
document tested in the courts so that
every section could be construed and
the measure passed on in that man-
ner. He is glad the appellate beneb
sustained Judge Reed. because it
Saves the trouble of introducing new
ordinances and going over the entire
question again, that of drawing up
caintgfaelks law/larding the worts, eiC.
This decision sets at rest all things,
and although while the solicitor
thinks the nsvral obligation about aa
binding as the legal one, he wanted
the proposition decided by the courts
so se to obviate the possibility of
any complications arising hereafter
from any side, that of the contractor,
abutting property owner or nounki-
paIity.
Lawyers Returning.
Lawyers J. S. Ross and Cecil
Reed will return today from Binning-
lama, Ala., and Atlanta, Ga., where
they have been to wind up the bust-
. nes outstanding at the branch of-
fices maintained at those two cities
by The Peoples Home 
Purchasing
ecerepany, which was forced out of
' business here. This proceedirvg 
will
•oosne up fa adjudication during the
-
present session of circuit court be-
fore judge Reed, if the vole of
isseinene before the tribunal la not
-so great it teas to be postponed.
Itanames Colo Today.
Judge W. if. Reed returned last
-
night from Roseeihritle, Ky., where
be has been taking depositions for
nee in a law suit. He vnll this morn-
-log resume hisscircuit court and conv-
enience trial of the different proceed-
Inge that are submitted to him pee-
-senility from the equity side of the
docket. vibich mean, that side ne-
-cessitating no jury to try the litiga-
tions.
WILL NOW AGREE
INTERSTATE SAYS THEY
MUST HAVE VERDICT OF
ENTIRE JURY.
'The Proceeding is Dismissed and
Goes Over to January for An.
other Hearing.
The officials of the Interstate Life
A6'1:flee skSeitlY, of Indianatioilist
Ind., Al not accept the sealed ver-
dict Of the jury winch heard the pro-
ceeding v4ierein the commonwealth
of Kentucky seeks to fine the insur-
ance corporation jsoo on the
ground that the latter violated the
state law stipulating that. insurance
cone:ranks should be made to *pay
that assestment into the state breas-
t try, if they we convicted of giving
rebates of premiums to policy hold-
ers in the concern.
The word from the Indianapolis of-
fice was received yesterday morning
and this means that the sealed ver-
dict will have to be destroyed, the
jury, dismissed as 'hung" and the pro-
ceetfing continued over for another
trial next Januarys, which is the time
'for the nest civil session of court. .
Eft tallies a fun jury of twelve men
-to decide the case, all having to ren-
der an opinion the same way. This
Jury is divided, nine of them being
one way and the other three thinking
-opposite. It is not known how the
jury stood in the divirion, whether
the Majority is for fining the isn't-
ance company or for disenitesing the
proceeding. Thie commerwiefl'h favol
yers agreed to accept" ***Sever vet;
ItiFt the nine men brought in, and
their opinion was atateit ih an en-
velope, bui the ineurance people re-
fuse this, they wanting the fun twelve
men to decide the matter as a whole,
with no division.
-A meteor wbose weigillt is esti-
mated at Mt ytont recently Tell lit
Nfle "
• t
VICTIMS IN TIMES OF PEACE Gift of Time.
3 "One day," related the Jolly hobo, "ISaid That Railways Kill and Main' met a man on de street and I told himStore Men Than the Blood-
iest of Wars.
•
When the young men of the coma- companion of the ties.
try are called forth to war, they mares
through the streets with flags flying 
"No; he said he couldn't give me 30
quail, but he'd give me 30 days. He
end bands playing inspiring music, was a judge."—Chicago News.
The people crowd the streets and greet
them with applause. When news of a
tattle is received, the entire nation
In sad at the story of lives destroyed.
Those who thus die are honored for
their heroism, and monuments are
erected to their memory, while those
who return maimed are pensioned.
Not to, however, the army which goes
forth daily to do duty upon our rail-
roads. One in every 80 of them will
be permanently disabled, and one in
every nine of the injured will be killed,
nays Pearson's Magazine. They pass
away, unknown and unhonored, save
as to their families and friends.
A more vivid notion of the destruc-
tiveness of railroads may be bad by
considering the fact that in the great
Crimean conflict, which was one of tip
bloodiest wars in history. the Britist
lost less than half as many slain and
wounded as were killed and maimed
on the iron roads in this country dur
lag last year. In any twelvemonth
about 80.000' persons are killed or in-
jured on the railroads of the United
States—* much greater number than
fell at the battle of Sedan, which
sealed the fate of the second empire ol
France. Wellington won Waterloo,
and Meade Gettysburg, with losses of
3,185 Lad 13,003 respectively, and the
total losses on both sides at Shiloe
In the two days murderous ftght diJ
not retch 24,000.
More railroad employes were kille.!
In the United States Fast year that
three times the number of union noe.
slain at the battles of Lookout Mouu
lain. Missionary Ridge and tardier(
Knob combined. The number of in
lured among these workers in the
transportation business was greate)
than that of the wounded and missing
at Shiloh. Antietam and the First ant
Second Bull Run combined. Mort
faithful toilers on the iron roads of
this country went down in rudder
death during the twelvemonth than
perished in the Battle of the Wilder-
ness.
Each year, one in every ten train-
men in the United States (this term
:Deluding engineers, firemen, conduc-
tors and brakemen) ie injured, and on.
In every 125 is killed. Two hundred
and fifty men are killed and 2,800 are
disabled in an average twelvetoonth,
while coupling or uncoupling ears. In
Me same length of time 96 persons are
slain and 090 injured, by betas
knocked from cars by bridges and oth-
er obstacles at the side of the track
On the other head, only one passenger
is killed for every 1,850.000 carried
and ono hurt for every *7,000. The
average massager travels 2.1)44.=
miles before he Is injured. and he goer
57,000,000 galas before he loses kb
Me.
FAMOUS FOR INDUSTRY.
Sobriety and Decency of Life a Kerb
of the German Peasant of
To-Day.
The bailer (peasant farmer) hugs thi
soil, and will waste none of It tot
hedges. He cultivates his land Insob
long plots, each strip carrying on•
erop--corn, rye, tobacco, beet, man
gold, turnip or what not, says a let
ter In the London Spectator. He worlu
it. summer from light to dark; it
winter as It sults him. His fruit tree
are planted along the roads and fielt
paths which run through.and aeparat.
the tillaged acreage whereof his vi!
lags is the pivot.
He inherits the land as his father
Inherited it before him. and ee,ch befit
able portion is supposed to furnisi
sustenance for so many lives. H.
%winks to keep clear of the money-
ending shark, and here Industrialten
helps. For if brothers and sisters
throng past ability of support fron,
the land, they take work at the near
sit factory, infrequently several miles
distant. That eases the ancestral lean
ness, and makes readjuetment fees
ible. However the bauer may moil
seek in, week out, his linen is spot
less and his clothes uneolled on Sun-
days. His wife would scorn hersell
were they otherwise. Somewhat un-
couth, rough, bluff, shrewd, stench, the
military authorities wisely take heavy
toll of his sound lungs and muscular
limbs. They know a man when they
See one. And women do much of the
actual farm work in Germany as a
consequence.
What hard-working mothers, and
wives and daughters are the women
el Germany! What splendid women!
What does not that great nation owe
to its women! Broad-bosomed, deep-
chested, wide-backed, big-hipped, rare-
ly beautiful, but, however plain. Olean-
ant-faced, healthy creatures. No shirk-
ing of maternity with them. And
their husbands' comrades and sharers
of their troubles always, yet always,
It would seem, making Peter's injunc-
tion their absolute rule of conduct.
Inappropriate Ornaments.
On taking their seats for the first
time on thrfbenek at the newly erected
courthouse at Delmerhorst, Germany,
the judges wera much perturbed to
find that the architect had. ornament-
ed the portico with the semi:Anted
head of a fox on one side and that of
a sheep on the other.
Eavesdropping?
Miss Elderleigh—Would you believe
It, my dear—I listened to six declara-
tions of love at the dance last night!
Miss Speight—How intereidingl You
must have been sitting behind *oats
awfully pretty girl! —Chicago Sue,
If he would give me 30 quail I would
show him how to eat dem in 30 days."
"And did he oblige yer?" asked his
Excusable.
Jennie—Why, Cecily, you look radi-
ant. What has happened?
Cecily—I've just received an invita-
tion to a wedding.
"Well, that's nothing to go into rap-
tures over."
"Ah, but this happens to be my
own."—dassell's.
Avoiding Trouble.
Nephew—Why, uncle, what are you
doing?
Uncle—Tearing up my will.
Nephew—What are you doing that
for?
Uncle—So my fool heirs won't get
a chance to break IL—Chicago News.
The Greatest Birthright.
Some men are born to rule
And some are born to serve.
But the ones who get the cream of things
Are not the toilers or the klegn--
They're the lucky ones wish nerve.
-Chicago Record-Herald.
NEEDED WINDING.
Miss Subbubs—All the dowers in tho
garden are in bloom now, except tin
four-o'clocks.
Mr Wise—Maybe you forgot to wind
them up.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
Just bean:.
A pretty young maid from Bordeaui
Was walking along with her beaux.
When asked if shad wed
She timidly said:
-If you can uome up with the doeux
-Judge.
An Adaptation.
"Let me see," said the forgetful man
"what's the rest of that saying about
'Too many cook.?'"
"Well," replied the man who had
Past returned from Paris, " 'too many
Cook's spoil the enjoyment of other
tomtits.' "—Philadelphia Press.
The Cheerful Doevaravr.
Jasper—Bay, old chap, can you lead
me ten?
Junapsppe—What! Are you broke
again?
Jaspar—Oh. no. This is the same
old ft acture.—Town Tot tea.
A Great Light.
Homeless Holmes—Die here paper
says dat soap is good for moskeeier
bites.
Petered Pete—Say, I been a-wonder-
in' all me life wot dat stuff was good
ferl—Cleveland Leader.
Just the Thing.
"I wish I had a good title for my
new book."
"What's it about?"
"The world's most tempi s battler."
"Then wby not call it 'Scraps of His-
tory?' "—Chicago Sun.
Getting Local Color.
"Some..ody told me your son was en-
gaged in literary work, Mrs. Jobiotts,-
said the friend.
"I guess you might call R. that. lie
I. taking the names for the new city
directory."—Judge.
Recognise This One?
"Let me learn from your eyed what
my fate is to be," sang the poet; "let
them teach the secrets—"
"Thank you," interrupted the lady.
"they have pupils enough now."—
Cleveland. Loader.
* - 
Sounded That Way.
"If I were you I shouldn't always ex-
plain to people that I composed that
song myself."
"Why, do you think It's conceited?"
"No—it's superfluous." — Clevelant
Leader.
His Share in the Gaiety.
"Do you think you will pay much at
tention to social matters this season?"
"No," answered Mr. Cunrrox. "I
won't pay attention. I'll simply pay
bills.' —Warhington Star.
Too Nagy.
"What makes the street ears so
crowded to-night?"
"The passengers. Give me a harder
one."---Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Would Weed /dentification.
Woman—If you'll wash your face
give you a meal.
TraMp—Iltit howl! you know it's me
when I sit it elea.bed?—Judge.
Wore 'Ern Out.
Ma Twaddle* (to a oaller)—My hue-
nand Is so' hard on troueers.
Tommy Twaddles •Croefully)—Yes—
On- misti—CleveLand Leader.
. •
His Reputation.
Bacon—That lawyer couldn't tell the
truth if be tried.
Eabert—No, not unlese he was paid
for It.—Yonkers Statesman.
L_ 118_—___Aussmno*,!"2ak
6}B,EAT BIT OF LUCK.
"I was riding uptown in • surface
car in New York one day the other
week," said a poet office inspector
when a mighty badlooleing accident
occurreil.
"At Forty-second street a well-
drassed, middle-aged man undertook to
swing himself on board the open car
while it was alai tine," just after mak-
ing the stop at that corner.
"He had got one foot on the running
board, when the foot that still rested
on the wet pavement sti;peet. Ha
slipped and fell forward on his handa.
His left log shot bentath the wheels
of the moving car.
"The conductor, who was collecting
fares from the running board, frantic-
ally rang the bell to stop the car. Then
men in the car, including mysell,
shouted hoarsely, end the wercen on
he car screamed an if bedlam hal
broken loose. One ell t'-' women sant
back in a dead falet, s. d she had tc
cc carried into a 6tord after t.1,i
incident was over.
"The conductor's signal to the mo-
torman was too late. The car wasn't
brought to a stop till there was a hor-
rible grinding, jetting, crunching
sound. The wheels had passed over
;he middle-aged man's left leg. It was
-ackening.
"A hundred pedestrians rushed from
the crowded sidewala to do what they
could to assist the prostrate man.
"When they got to him he was lying
downward, with his face resting on his
hands. His hat hed fallen some dis-
tance avay, and his head looked gray
and venerable.
"But the prostra:.e 'man was laugh-
ing just fit to kill!
"He was absolutely shrieking with
oterrimrat. He was giving vent to ex-
plosions of pure enjoyment. He posi-
tively shouted and bawled in the over-
plus of his tremendous mirth.
"He laughed so hard that it seemed
as if his sides must be just aching
"People away up Sixth avenue heard
his happy, boisterous ha! has! and
came rushing along to see what was
producing all of the fun.
"'The pain of having his leg cut off
ban put the poor old gentleman off his
head,' was the sympathetic remark of
a lot of us who stood around watching
him and listening to kis almost vio-
lent outbreaks of mirth. 'His agony
has made him delirious, poor old chap'
became the universal verdict as the
middle-aged man's roars of laughter
grew even louder.
"But there was something in the
quality of his laughter that puzzled
me, for all that. It sounded to me lam
mighty healthy, human, milldams
laikAitsr—laughter that was aetually
mewling from the mirthful =Mel
of the run-over man To my ears it
didn't have even a little bit of the inn-
eome sound of the kind of laughter
that proceeds from three la a state of
delirium.
"There, there, old chap, easy now—
well get you out of that fix all right,'
said some of the willing helpers, as
they started to see what they could do
toward disentangling the middle-aged
man from the wheels of the car.
" 'Thanks, boys,' he replied, to their
amazement, in a tone of perfect un-
derstanding. 'But, say,' he went on,
'It's so blamed funny!' and he went
Into another paroxysm of laughter.
"The helpers looked at one another
with mystified countenances.
" 'Why, that man's not hysterical
nor bug-house, either,' said one of
them. 'Say, old friend,' he continued
addressing the still prostrate man.
'what's all this that's so infernally
funny, hey? You might as well lel
us all In on it, hey?'
"The man who was lying face down-
ward on the wet pavement, with hi.
leg still under the car wheel, re-
strained his mirth with great difficulty
long enough to gasp:
"'Why, dans It all, boys, can't yce;
see that the leg that's been run ovei
Is a woo-woo-wooden leg!' and then
he howled joyously once again.
"The willing helpers looked as 11
they'd gone up against a sad sort of
sell, but the proetrate man's laughter
was pufectly infectious, and the,
joined in It.
"Then they managed to pull him
from beneath theintar, when they saw
that, sure enough, the crushed leg was
of the seasoned ash variety.
"They put the good-humored mid.
dle-aged man Into a cab and sent hire
along to the home address he gave. He
waved his hand merrily at them out of
the cab window before starting to.
home.
"'Wall. boys,' he called out, 'I mayn)
have beat the devil around the atom;
this time, but I'll be hanged if I
haven't beat him with it!"
"Whereupon the big bunch broke
into a spontaneous cheer for the old
toy's gameness, and the ear went
ahead about its business."—Washing-
ton Star.
Mortality.
"You seem to have a pretty 'large
cemetery here, my friend."
"Wul, yeah."
"What causes most of the deaths, If
may ask"
"Wul, liver complaint, mostly."
"No!"
"Yeah A feller with a whits Ulm
ain't noway* lately to last long in this
gulch, stranger.--PU6k.
Precocious Wit.
Little Gladne—Auntle, dear, do an
tbs people who die and go to the bad
plat* ealtip tret?
Alta—Why, no, child. Why do you
, Little Gladys—Weil, our Sunday Subscribe for The Registerask?
school teacher told us to-day that the
heat was In testa—Judge.
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Lv. Paducah....
Al. Carbondale..
Al'. Chicago 
Ar, St. Louis 
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. aand, nos.
South Bound. No. tot
Leave Cincinnati  8:20 a.m.
Leave Louisville  12:2o pin.
Leave Owensboro  . .
Leave Horse Branch 
Leave Ceutral City 
Leave Nortonville 
Leave Evansville 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Princeton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Fulton 
Arrive Gibbs, Tenn.
Arrive Rives 
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis 
Arrive New Orleans 
North Bound.
Leave New Orleans 
Leave brjeasphis 
Leave Jackson, Tenn 
Leave Rives 
Leave Gibbs 
Leave Felton 
Areas Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Princeton 
Arrive Hopkinsville 
Arrive Evaneville 
Arrive Nortenville 
Arrive Central City 
Arrive Horse Branch 
Arrive Owensboro 
Arrive Louisville 
Arrive Cincinnati 
3:40 Pin.
3:55 p.m.
4:37 P.m
No. 103
6:oo p.m
9:40 P.m.
6:30 p.m,
12:08 1.M.
1:63 a.m.
I.:40 a.m.
4:40 p.m.
56:24o p5
p.m. 2:27
3:4o a.m.
 am.
6:545 P.-ffi 3:45 a.m.7 5 pra:
8:39 p.m. 
554::231037 a:a.. m.m.m.
  8:31 14.111
II :coo a.m.
10:30 p.m.
N881:::i11.5ioaC47111.N771.0zpolt.
9:15 cm.
6:50 a.m. 8:50 p.m.
to:to pm,
9:48 a.m. 
m.9:42 a.m. 11:58 p.
9:15 p.m.
to:to asn.
&M. 
12:35 a.m.
II :20 
zt2. 
I :43 a.m.
xi :25 a 148 a.m.
12:39 p.m.
361:2585 pp)...m.mm. 
9:4o a.m.
3:03 a.m.
432:::°°0555 
p.m. 4:30
9:45 am-
3:51 a.m.
a.m.
5:13 a.m.
87;5015 a.na.t95;315 ipx.m.
tt:55 a.m.
No. 121
7:25a.rn.
IT :052 m,.
12
:28a.m.
8:3oa.m.
11:2oa.m.
4:15P-m•
4 oop.rn.
6:oop.m.
8:30p.M.
No. tea
. . 
6:ooa.m.
7:soa.m.
7 :sos.m.
9:291.12.
ice3Sa.m.
II :343a.m.
12:55p m.
4:55P.M.
4:55P•rn,
ST, LOUIS DIVISION.
(North Bound.) (South Bound.)
No. 306. No. 374- No, 305.
4=01a.NaLv. St. Louis.... 7:45a.m.
8:40p.m.Lv, 2:5cia.m.
8 :osasn. Lv. Caidiondale. I I :4oa.m.
708a.m.Ar. Paducah..., 3:35p.m.
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE LINE.
I2:4op.m.
4:25P.in-
5 :3oa.m.
8:o5p.m..
(North Bound.) (South Bound.)
icii-8o1 135-835 122-822
Lv. Hopkineville 11:aoarra 6:4ca.m.Lv. Chicago..,. 6:2op.m.
Lv. Princeton.. 2:35p.m 7 :45a.m. iv. St. Louis .. 9:40P•11‘
As. Paducah 43).m.. 9:25a.m.Lv. Cairo  6:ooa.m.
Lw. Paducah.... 7spop.m. 9:30a.m.Ar. Paducah 
 7:a.m.
Ar. Cairo  8:35P-121- II:1011.m•Lv. Paducah.... 7:5oa.m.
Ar. St. Louis  7:o8a.m. 5 vop.m.Ar. Princeton . . S:29asn.
tr. Chicago  EI:oSt.en. p:30p.m.Ar. Hopkinsville 
No. 375
9:401s.m.
6:aop.m.
7 05a.M.
II :mem.
136-836
9 :45a•m-
2:15e.m.
6:2op.m.
8:top.m.
8:r5p.ro.
9: sop xa.
I :cop . m
Trains marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
MareljeDs and New Orleans; trains 101 and zoo sleepers between
Memphis and New Orleans. Tnains 8ot and 822 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis. For further information, achirees
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
IOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.
C. C. M'CARTY, D. P. A. St. Laiiik MO.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
FOR THE SrALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS, NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS AR•L SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY t%c PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGN& ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, roc, ISC, 20C
AND UP TO S3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEWh.ABLY C(),
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH, ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS,. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS AN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BF.ADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. ..:ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
Conker 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
up SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH. KY
MAIM, RINGER & CO.
4.
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THE REGISTER
PUBLISIIED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.,
(Incorporated)
'At Register Building, 523 Broadvra7.
JAMES E. WILHELM. President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year $S-00
Six Months  2.50
Three Months  1.25
One Week  .10
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regulraly should report the matter ta
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
. .411.1Estal r
Thursday Morning, Nov. 16, igo5.
If McCurdy, McCall, et al are not
grafters they are wcx-se. Their own
admissions convict them.
Is, James H. Hyde "Hazen the
New York insurance investigation
committee or is the committee
"Hazen" Jtmes H. Hyde? Some one
of the two is being done in a way.
It is doubtful, in view of his late in-
terview, if .Gov. Herrick, of Ohio,
woubd write the sanve Thanksgiving
prochonation now that he wrote be-
fore the election. The returns of the
vote on the 7th have clearly soared
him much.
Sonte fellow in 'Bo'stion has gone
aftee Lawson, of "frenzied finance"
fame, with a charge of criminal libel
and Lawrn has retorted with a like
charge. Now here's a pretty fight
aret our money is on Lawson. A feS-
4cov who tackles the exknayor of
Grand Riverh and hero of "frenzied
finance" had as w•eli g:a agin' a buzz
saw.
'Memphis evidently iqtends to re-
duce her poputatiqn largely. The
"'thugs" are to be driven out of elle
place, says the Commercial-Appeal.
Accepting the publicatnons of the
press during the late election in that
city as reasonab'y correct there are
more thugs, rascals, etc., in Memphis
than there are good people and to
oust them—if the threat is not bun-
combe—means a big loss of citizens.
The-declaratios ef the Commercials
Appeal is' idle, no doubt
It is generally declate *it to,
staterr.ent that England, apin bltnd
Mexico would build a canal through
Nicaratigua is a canard pure and %Ol-
tpie. The act woledi zi as prOptIkly
regarded, a idol Act jtal; . th re'• gov -
eon me nt and inimical to s interest
an. aa act any unfriendly nation
might even hesitate about doing and
hence one it is foolieh'sto credit to a
trio of friendly nations. There will
be go Nicareiguan canal for years if
ever, unless the United States fails to
dig the isthmus basin or withdraws
from support of the enterprise. 
.
The Riresians are again on the
verge of revoluting, aocording to the
latest ecport. -The turbulent element
can't or won't be good 'When the
tratred of the Jews. the antagonism, of
the Tai-tars and the Armenians, the
Poles longing for feedoin the work
of dr .Nihilists and the general cuss-
edness of the reacticmyries and the
oppression of the antoelete is recalled
revolution seems the only relief to
the people and may be the final out-
(erre of the &stoked conditions
Peace may come to Russia after a
while. but it appears doubtful just
row.
It is said Secretary ,Taft wore a
smile all the way from the Panama
to Washington. He was doubtless
thinking of the result of the election
in Ohio and' the pleasure he would
e. :aesve in saying to the president, "I
told yru so." Mr. Taft had declared
inn-nett' against the Ohio grafter%
particidarly those „in sCialg_ionati, arid
was please:se no disitiblk over the idea
that he is stronger in Ohio than: the
president was dim 'nk. '-rty
the by, it would be fit tr:
rn 
asei
no doubt coforti 
rs 
Taft if the late d in
,Ohio brought hi as a
muuccsauT VU 114W. Rts,writ.
;
e Judge HAMItoti, gydek, who,
was given ea ninth money by the
Ye,* Life Ihsuratise company
be fused to tonftlisr Llegislatuteir,
to have held out a goodly part
.Thimiey and left for Europe to
enjoy the sum and keep out of reach
of iustice
Ilet al
reimr.
posit ,
ameount good. The fitness of the
prevail. They held one session last
will 11.21/T to give up so much of his '
in-gotten "ssIkry' 'toonalse the Ham-
ilton graft good. '
The Isle of Pines, a, it appead
Iron, cable reports., has, declared its
independence and wants to become a
territory of the United States. The ,
story of the cevolution is interesting
though, because of the strength, of the
seceders and the territory embraced,
it is somewhat ridiculous. The Isle
of Pines is not larger than Mc-
Crackien county and has fewer
people than has Paducah. The so-
cabled revolution is likely to be only
a nine days wonder chiefly because
of the fact that the Washington ad-
ministration is certain to treat the
‘chole matter coolly and Cuba may be
Might!). severe in her reprimand.
Nevertheless the desires of the resi-
&tits of the .Isle of Pines for a
change of government rule reads
bilcie it is a just appeal for relief.
CONGO QUESTION
BECOMES ACUTE.
England and France Preparing to
Utterly Ignore German Interests.
Berlin, Nov. 15.—In consequence
i the strained relations existing be-
tween Great Britain and Germany,
the "Congo question" has become
acute, and may create e danger to the
v. cold's peace more serious than that
afforded by Morocco, according to a
well-informed Perlin dip'ornat.
The Cape-to-Cairo railway has al-
ready passed the Victoria Falls in the
Zambesi, but England no longer wish
es to continue the line through Ger-
man East Africa, and must decide
for the Congo Free State. according
to this authority. He adds that the
alleged atrocities of King Leopold of
Belgium in the Congo territory will
be taken as a pretext for an Anglo-
French bargain, giving France the
northern part of the Congo and Eng-
land the eastern part.
The German emperor, it isiweiev-ed,
will not be disposed paesively to obe
serve this laeva , Which leaves
Germany out of consideration.
The British and French govern-
ments have prepared vast amounts of
testimony to eerr.00strate that the
present regime in the Congo terri-
tory cannot continues
At the Congo congress, which veil
shortly be assembled, the Fatherland
will do its utmost to check the pro-
posed Anglo-French move.
DENS ARE RAIDED.
"Red Light" District Of Middlesboro
Has Been Cleaned Up.
Middlesbero, Ky., Nov .te—By or-
eer o,1 Judge Sowder all the dens
have been raided, and the "Over the
Rhine" district has been cleared up.
John Stewart, who, it is charred,
ighot at. Chadic Overton Sunday, has
licen driven into the mountains, and
will have to surrender on.
While m target practice Tuesday
morning Lica. Howard's- pistol went
efi accidentally and he received a
esinful wound et the leg. The town
is very araist;. Amt. io mill guarded by
the soldier*.
1--- 
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JAMES EZELL'S DEATH SEN-
TENCE WAS COMMUTED
YESTERDAY.
The Young Man Who Killed Fellow
Railroader, by Cutting His
Throat.
As stated through these columns
would be done, the board of par-
dons for the state of Pennsylvania
has commuted to life imprisonment
the death sentence of James Ezell.
the young telegraph operator who
killed a fellow railroader at Union-
town, Penn,. The board recommends
to /the governor °Lithe state tliat the
commutation be effected, and:the dat-
tor alwayti concurs in their sugges-
tion, which means that the young
man will not be put to death on the
gallows, or in the electrical chair,
but will spend the balance of his
days in the penitentiary.
_Young Erse* is the son of MT. Bud
Ezell, the well known tobaccortiet
now of Pa.is, Tenn, but formerly of
Graves and Calloway counties. He
was employed by a railroad egtering
Uniontown as. operator in the dis-
patcher's office. One night the
young fellow had been drinking and
the yardmaster for the road at that
point refused tie let (him continue
send•Seg train orders for fear his con-
dition would result in a nristaikie being
made that would wreck the trains_
The yardmaster laid Ezell off and
then started to report his act over
the teephsane to the superintendent
of the cEvieiort. Ezell heard the oth-
er talking over the phone and took
exceptions to the statement being
made that he was drinking. He and
the yardrnaeter had a few words, with
the result that the operator pulled a
razor and cut the throat of the other,
who died in a few moments.
The grand jury for the criminal
term of circuit court indicted Ezell
for wilful murder and the jury decid-
ed that he should be put to death.
Hon. Hal Cbrbett represented him
throughout and carried the verdict to
the supreme court of that common-
wealth, where the lower court was
affirmed and the sentence ordered
carried out. Mr. Corbett did not lose
hcpe, however, and laid the matter
before the board of pardons at their
session the third Werinesdiay of Oc-
tober, requesting that the verdict be
changed to life impriscawnent At
the g'ather'ing the bolted virtually de-
eded to make the commutation or-
err, but on account of urgent bust-
nees calling all the members away
they did not have time to do this.
The next soire'ort of the board oh
pardons wae held yeeterday, when
they entered up the necessary order
which spares the iife of rhe young
man, but consigns him to a fearful
doom ats it is.
The telegram infornuag Mr. Cor-
bett to that effect reached this city
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Mrs. Gertrude Massey, the painter
oi miniatures, has received twelve
commiesione from the king and,queen
of England and reit long ago paint-
ed a picture of the queen's Japanese
svaiviel, Marvel -
lnirestigatiOn • of the properties of
mineral springa by Dr., II. Meche, of
Vienna. seems to estab:iale the fact
that smear of them have radio-activi-
ty, which certain)' points toward ra-
dium as one of their curative proper-
ties.
Washington, D. C., where he went on
important business and will sot get
back until the last of the week.
OYAMA ORDERED
FROM MANCHURIA.
Tokio, Nev.13.—Replying to an
imperial message ordering him to
speedily return to Tokio and rend-cr
a ,oersonal report of the recent war.
Field Marshal Oyama has named No-
vember 25 as the date of bis depare-
rre from Manchuria.
1 A Zulu named Kwezi, living in Al-
fred county, Natal, has died al the
advanced age of 117 years. Meit and
milk were the principle article's of hi'
diet. Ilis s:ster, three years older
than himself, still
"1.
Miss 010e F.aton, leading es -,
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. The piety divetinsuoT Pasksksis will be selected with this fact in. view.
The matinees will also he a feature of the engagement, being given daily
constanci yustititty. The plays, selected for next week 'includes At.a„s.,,,e : Does Thorne, The Poi nsoMyetery, Deadwood Dick,
Told in time Carmen, Camile and The Divorce Question_ Ladies, free
Monday %light under the usualiconditions.
Prices toc, 20C and 3oc, -l.fatinee tot to a.
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and;well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttle.x7, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, CarpeZter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
ardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large'iquantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in:position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy 'before calling ieeing our varied stock.
L o Rehkopt Saddlery Cool
109 South 2nd Street,
anommint_.
Paducah, Kentucky.
--
NEW GOVERNMENT
(Concluded from First Page.)
acres out of a total of 7oo,000 on the '
island.
"We are fighting for justice," he
continued "Wood sold us out, lock,
stock and barrel, for two coaling
stations after he had aosured us the
island would be retained by the Unit-
ed States.
"Cuba's ondy interest in the isle is
to afford snug births for a few offic-
ials. There are about twenty-tiro of-
ficers on the island, filed by carpet-
baggers, as no native has one. The
Cuban government has collected
taxes and %not spent 5 cent', except REORGANIZES DEPARTMENT. Now is
:or salaries. - -
Postritaster-General Cortelyou Makes"Personally I have just lost $1.000
as flour and other merchandise which Changes of Importance.
I brought from Mobile had paned
terough a warehouse without a roof IWaa hi 11 gtOC 'Nov. i5.—Postmaster-
anti 
THE TimEi ,
d notlaing to protect the goods General Cortelyos today issued an or-
from rain. The yhave refined to re- , ski of far-reaching importance, re-
pair the dock or roods. We claim
rights which were gurranteed us. We
have set up as an American territory
and propose to maintain that status.
Any person who has in his blood any
ot the spirit displayed by those in
the Boston Tea Party will sympa-
thise with no its our effort for free-
dom.-
• um= omoso imm nom II t
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
17111111.1.111
Washington Will Oppose Movement.
Washington, Nov. 15-it )-- . heen
known for several' rene . at
American residents in :he . S.: of
Pines were becoming restive tinder
Can control, but no intimation has
been received in officia: circles here
that they intended to resort to radi-
cal measores to assert what they be-
lieve to be their rights as American
citizcns.
The announcement that at,,, mass-
meetings of the residents of the istand
delegates were chosen to come to
Washington to antagonize the treaty
pending before the senate for the for-
mal transfer of the island to the re-
public of Cuba was not surprising to
the administration officials, but sin-
priw was created at the reported
erection of a territorial government
on the hrland and the selection of in
dependent officials to administer the
affairs of that government. No ad-
vices indicating such action have been
received officially ands nothing is
known of it except that which is con-
tained in the press dispatches.
--
Embarrasses 'Uncle Sam.
The statement is made frankly by
administration officials that the at-
titudie of residents of the Isle of
lPine" toward 
the treaty negotiated 
'*ith Cuba for the formal transfer of
the island to the Cuban government
has errIbarrasseed rather seriously the
* United States in its rehitions with the
republic of Cuba.
The treaty was negotiated in good
faith to carry out what is regarded by
the president and other officials of the
administration - as the evident intent
:of the treaty of Paris and to clear
!away any doubt which might exist as
I distributing the &sties of the four
assistant pootatasterosgeweral and af-
fecting the entire postal •erytee. The
order wilt carry into effect on Decent- money s -
to consolidate the work by grouping 11141011.B. Start an ac"'her a plan of the postmaster-general
under one bureau all related subject,
The result wid he to place under the count t
postenaster-genera74 personal super-
• St to the control of the
No Support Here.
4t. Of the Van Dyke & Eaton Stock
rut at Tie I'S roieke, ,, said to he
steentis of ihs .aseetecan stage. Her
o [-the bi,sis London and Paris mod-
It can be said that the would-be se-
ceder, evil' receive no enccerragement
from the administration. Secretary
of State Root, when he was secretary
of war, was very clear and emphatic
on the points "that the Isle of Fines
belonged to Cuba as a matter of
right, as a matter of 
internationallaw and as a matter, of justice,"
furthermore, that in procuring naval
stations in Cuba for the tTvited.
States: there was a general 
und'er'taneints that the Isle of Pints was to
be ceded to Cuba, although its title
l has been in doubt. ,The reported recession of the res-idents from Cuban control is depre-
cated vigorously, but action regarding
I
it, if any should be contemplated, 
would be taken only aflfe the gov-
ernment -has been adviLied officially
and fully as to the situatTon.
for Ch
oday and
vision the direction of the postal ser- watch it grow.
vice; under the first /assistant the
postoffice personnel mkt management;
under the second aesietant all mat-
tees relating to the transportation of on deposits.the mail,: under the third assistant all
matters of pestal finance, and under
the fourth assistant the rural free de-
liver?, and miscellaneous postal bus-
THE UNIQUE MOTO'l
Quality, Cleanliness Prompt At-
t•ntion.
No Improper characters allowed. We
cater to the hest retiree only.
HAWKING BROS.
317 BrOadway, Phone 962.
CANNOT AFFORD
LARGE FA MI ETES
Bomb on Race Suicide Question at
Meeting of Advanced Women.
Nfew York, Nov. is.—"The better
class of people in New York cannot
afford large families,. They have too
niucilt to paiw-itt tiixeFr to support the
large families of tle theuehtless
poor."
This is the h-enb which Mrs. S. B.
Cory exploded at the Society for Po-
litical Study in a resume of the evils
patients New Yorkers stand, which
created the greatest sensation in the
94:witty's 'history.
"New York property owners."
said "Kee Cory, "pay . increasingly
//ogee tater, every year, due mainly
to the eneirmoti, immigration
"Who. may I ask, would want to
pay taxes to educate children that
should never have been brought into
the world Wiry stootiild the thrifty
pay for the soitiftleiss?
"I am not so unchristian as to say
that the child once here should not
be area for. But jun so long as
taxpayer, pay for expensive play
grounde etc., the ettikkeirs of•the poor
will increase like rabbit's in a hin-
ts-ow. No wonder our houses of ree
tire and reformats-ides are filled."
JUDGE HARGIS WILL CONTEST
Charges His Defeat Was Due to Ir-
regularities in Jackson.
Jackson. Ky. Nov. ts.---kIt has been
&deed by Indite 'Margie and the de-
feated candidates for ofllr in Becatli-
'itt county to institute a contest.
Jedge Hargis claim% that his oppete
Wit, Mr. Taulbee, the present county
Clerk, failed to comply with the law
In not delivering the ballot, to the
regularly appointed clerks of s4ection
and beware the elections in some of
the deswperatic precincts were not
held in regularly appointoc1 places.
We pay 4 per ct.
Mechanics`
& Farmers
Savings
Bank,
227 BROADWAY.
"e1111811181211111MVISR/PWL :NV
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Every fasr.11y has a list of fa-
vorite receipts upon whieh they
depend in case of minor ail-
ments. We take pride in com-
pounding these home prescrip-
tions. They get the same care-
ful attention that we give to
all doctors' prescriptions.
Let us prepare your winter's
supply of these remedies now.
J. N. Oehischlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPES Neot SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST toe.
OR. R. F. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING,
TELEPHONE 444. -1
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Laryst Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Oudranteed I
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Mahufact
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-113 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
ing Go.
STEAMER ACTIONS
THEY WILL COME UP FOR
DISPOSITION BEFORE
JUDGE EVANS.
41., J5nes Campbell, Jr., and A. E. Boyd
Selected Trustees of Schwab
Bankruptcy Proceeding.
Referee Bagby, of the bankruptcy
• court, is now arranging for final dis-
position of the three steamboat cases
in ins court, these actions coming be-
fore Judge Waltet Evan*. while the
latter is contlocting the United States
court. next week 'here. The suits are
those of the Lotus and Idaho.
Charleston and Chattanooga. The
priority of chitin of debtors has been
decided in thew actions, and con-
firmation of the precedence given
comes before the regular judge dur-
ing the appresaching session. It is an-
ticipated the orders will then be made
finally winding up the litigation.
which resulted in the sale of these
eteamboats for the purpose of paying
off the indebtedness of the former
owners. The original owners of the
Chattanooga bought her in, the wife
of *e owners of the Lotus and Idaho
bought them in, while Frank Wagon-
er bought the steahver Charleston.
•Schwab Estate.
In the bankruptcy court yesterday
the creditors of the Moses Schwab
bankregecy climes hsld a meeting and
elected James. Campbell. Jr., and A.
F.. Boyd sa trastree of the estate
Next Satuerlay another seesion will
be bekt at which time Schwab will be
examined as to his liabilities and as-
sets The trustees were ordered to
execute hoed in $2,000 each for the
faithful perforenance of their duties.
The liabilities scheetteed for the es-
tate amount to dose on to $8.000.
BURY TODAY
REMAINS OF MR. PRINT°
MERRITT WILL BE BURIED
TODAY.
Miss N. E. P. James Died Yesterday
Morning of Typhoid Fever in
Maxon Mill neighborhood.
The morning at to o'clock the
funeral serveswill be held over th,.,
I remains of the late Mr. Printo Mee-
rut, by Rev. E. H. Cunningham, of
the Second Baptist cherth. The
ceermonice will be conducted at the
blow of the unfortntrate young men's
psrents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Mer-
rill. 417 South Eighth street. ani be
followed witiwinterment at Mt Ken-
ton remetery eat in the county.
The deceased wan the young man
who was accidents/1y several
melts ago while out in the Clark's
river •section of the county with a
mintier of boy friend*, hun'tin'g 'poe-
moos. His patients returned 'yester-
day moniing from Hopkineville.
Where they were visiting at the time
the eon met hi % iintimely Atte.
,o
Died of Typhoid.
Yheeterday morning at her home
'in the liaxon's Mill nsorhborhood of
coanty, Mise M. E. P. James
• hhed .6 hire. ahem, ;gneiss- with
:typhoid levies
rot deceased was one of the best
known and roost lovable ladies of
that vieittitys and 'had many friends
here in the chy of Pahncah, She
was 47 years of awe and kaves two
brother's Meese,. T. A and J. B.
James.
Tine morning at to o'clock the
f oreer al wervicee will he" ronehreted
and inteernene following at the Anti-
och cemetery of that vicinity
We have e'ru to sell—yon wait
"em--5-A Plush Robes, $250 to $to.
Powell
-Rogers Co. •
The mahqtria tif MI14
eisho hae Trade ` id bielfingertd ends.file dia.s made a especial study of ship
woneeeoction and has a eldpitard atTroon. hold* an honorary com-
ntionion under the 'white ensign."
Gatvanneel Robber Roofing war
ranted for vrtee P yr flat roof or over
old nhinglen reqtrires no coating et
paint. Forel Manufaeturincr Co., Chi-
eago. G. R. Md. Si Bro.. love
agents.
The African hopharer, Livingston. istem,havea triberiment ereckid to hitgsegapey at Cliftanittn, 1.41e0e he ilea
PROPERTY SOLD
DEEDS FILED WITH COUNTY
CLERK YESTERDAY FOR
--RECORD.
Schedule Shows That Y. M. C. A.
Owes $1,176.23, While Assets
Will Be About $700.
In the county clerk's office yester-
day there was fled a deed. wheeein
John E. Newman transferred to Ed
Cohen, for $too, property out in the
county.
W. A. Gardner transferred to John
E. Newman,' for $1, land lying iiathe
county.
Thomas J. Stroud bought from El-
COAL DEALERS LEASE CLOSED
THEY HAVE ORGANIZED AND THE EAGLES NOW HAVEHAVE STARTED "BLACK CHARGE OF OLD Y. M. C.LIST." A. QUARTERS.
The Different lines of Business
Around the City are Getting
Organized Thoroughly.
The coal dealers handling in retail
quantities in this city, following the
footsteps of other business men of
this city) have' organized a protective
association amongst themselves.
They have established their list of
"bad pay" people end their agree-
ments stipulate that no dealer will
sell con) to any man on this "blacklen Stroud., foe $t, property at Fifth Line" until the individual desiring theand Tennessee streets. '.fuel pays whatever bill he might oweGip Ifiushande tradisferred to J. W. to any other dealer. The dealers willC.ark, for $175, Proptety on Clement put up deposits that will be declared
-street, in Mechanicsbar . forfeited and converted into their as-Schedule ed. siaciation treasury provided anyoneIn the county define office yester- violates the agreement of the eons-
clay there was lodged the schedule of pact. •
Gradually the different business
men of the city are organiizng
amongst themselves for their protec-
tion, and it wilt not be long before all
are well heeled'in this reshct. The re-
tail nieroliante have organize'', the
retail grocers, she coal-dealers, the
fife insurance people, the boilders and
'contractors. the wholesale firocer4
and in fact, many others pursuing dif-
ferent lines of business, and thus far
they find it greatly to their advantage
for all to enter as a body and govern
in a legitimate manner the business
particularly affecting their respective
line.
liabilities and assets fur the Young
Men's Christian association that
made an assignment. The debts are
$7,176.23. while the assets will equal
something like $70o. It cannot be
told what the latter will amount to
until there is sold the furnishings and
equipment of the organization. This
will be done right away, so e en:si-
nce.' of the defunct concern can be
quickly wound up.
•Our candies are pure. fresh and de-
licious, made by the oldest candy
maker in Paducah, Mr Killer. We
guarantee every pound to be free
from all injurious ingredients.
427 B'way. Hawkins Bros. Phone 962.
ALLEGED ROBBERY
ADELINE MORTON AND EVA
JOHNSON ARE GIVEN CON-
TINUANCES.
Their Was Dismissed Warrant
Charging N., C. and St. L. With
Blocking Street With
Freight Car.
Eva Johnson and Adeline Morton,
colored, were yesterday- morning in
the polite covet given another con-
tinuance until today of the case
charging them with rebbing a man
named Rudolph of between $15 and
$as, out about Ninth and Washing-
ton streets.
There was dismissed the petty lar-
ceny charge against highsrool.
Wallace Perry was given a contin-
tiae until toekly of the breach of the
peace charge against him.
There was diernissed, the warrant
charging the N., C. 406 St. L. rail-
roe(' with leaving some hoe cars
standing across the public street out
at the Union depot 'go peopk andere-
hides could not pass hack and teeth
The hod employes claim that the
&towhee& pulled out of the car and
they could not pull it out of the way.
For this reason the 'Tint was dis-
11111Vied.
There was assessed against Willie
Smith a fine of $5 for a breach of the
peace
Ed Faris was fined $3 and costs for
being drunk and disorderly.
CHARGED WITH .s.LIBEL
 0
Wlarrant For Lawson's Arrest
—Threatens to Return the
Compliment.
Boston, Nov. i5.—,The issteance of.
warrant for the arrest of Thomas W.
Lawson in connection witty a suit for
&usages kw ailinged criminal libel
brought by Clarence W. Barron, laf
Boston) was ordered by Judge Went,-
worth, of the 
minii Vhsel. however, 
court, today.
illy agreement of,
-the warrant will not:be served until
Saturday next, when Mr. Lawson will
appear to answer to the charge
is a Peet against him. Niltnanwhtle *counsel for
Lawson etates application will be
trillidie by his client. fee die arrest of
Parton also on charges of criminal
libel. •
The eltepations of Barron against
Thereon:are based upon statements
made in a magatine artitle whici ap-
peared in October under the name of
Mr. Lawson, and in various typewillt-
ten tissue market sheets circulated
W Mk. Lawton. The cetratehethesgo.
vows out of alleged libelous Matter
THE UNIQUE MOTO:
Quality, Cleanliness. Prompt At-
tention.
No improper characters allowed. We
cater to the best people rely.
HAWKINS BROS.
3ie Broadway. Phalle eitla.
NEW ROADBED
WILL BE PLACED ALONG TEN-
NESSEE CENTRAL BY
THE I. C. •
If Asshenee of Asscciation Will Not
Sell the Order He Will Be Re-
quired to Move.
Yeherday mooting the committee
from the Fraternal Order of Eagles
clehed a deal with Mr. W. H. Rieke
whereby the former lease the Sixth
and Broadway property, which is now
it. poss.ession of the secret order.
They pay $75 per month for the prop
orty and are now preparing to put
same in first-dais shape, same to be
used aa their cub rooms and lodge
room. Today the Eagles wihl conder
with Ah.herteie Harry Styles, of the
Y. M. C. A., ard see if arrangements
cannot be made wherchy the furnish-
I
ings 3.11(1 equipment of the association
will be sold to the Eagles by the as-
concern. If the assignee will
to t eeli same to the lodge membersi
tie hatter will then ask that the are
ticks bc moved so the Eagles can
purcha.-e their own furnishengs, etc.,
and immediately install same. If the
Y. M. C. A. does not sell the secret
order their outfit they will be charged
rent from the present time until the
associshion effects can be taken from
the place.
The Eagles also want to buy the
gymnasium building standing to the
rear of the T. M. C. A. house proper.
and the deal wilt doubtless be made
because if any other burs the gym-
nasium they will be required to more
same by the Eagles, and the cost of
removal woukt be. too great, there-
fore chances Are the lodge will get
that also without any trouble.
The Eagles held their regular week
iv meeting last evenings in their pees
ent quarters, at the Knights of Pyth-
ias WI on Broadway near Fifth
etreet. and conferred the degree, upon
S.* large number ol canddatts.
i
Blue Points at Ragares Cafe today,
t cent each. Old 'phone go6-red.
Chief Engineer McDonald and Others
of N., C. and St. L. Out on
Inspection Trip,
Contractor Katterjohn ex-
Wets to leave within the next few
day* for Chicago to confer with Gen-
eral' Manager Harahan and the other
high IVinois Central railroad officials
regaeding the rock to he furnished in
reconstructing the roadbed for the
Tennessee Central road which, after
the first of next month, will be 'op-
erated under lease by the Illausis
Central.. At his rock quarries near
Princeton Mr. Katterjohn gets out
stone and rock for the entire system
of the Illinois Central and now that
this line has acouired the operating
possession of the Tennessee Central
from. Hopkinevilk to Nadhaille, it
will he put in first-elms cohclition,
and many hundreds of carlOheis of
rock sent over on same.
Inspection Trip.
Yesterday morning Chief Engiheer
hfeDonald, of the N., C. and St. L.
railroad, arrived here, and then he,
Shperintendent Hills and Assistant
Engineer I. 0. Walker left on a spe-
cial train to be absent several days
making a tour of inspection over this
triton% which extench from here to
Memphis and Nashville, Tenn.
Employes Paid Off.
The Illinois Central pay car came
in yesterday morning and paid off
the employes, who were down in the
city in large number s in the  afternoon' 
and last evening, making purchases
and traneacting other business. The
car ieairee here for the Louisville di-
vision and and after finishing up
there proceeds over the balance of
She system., banding the employes out
their (+eclat for the past month's sal-
New Position.
Me. Harry Collins. of the Wahl
Brother% laundry on Third near Ken-
tucky avenue, has resigned his posi-
tion and yesterday morning took a
place in the office of Master Mechanic
R. J. Turnbull, of She Illinois Cen
14•10.astsiewit Lawson, "thick haa appeared
in 6. °mkt gfil4
 Ptleo,__Ntheti by Arset4ni &sillies the word "mar-bOreau Of wok" 
.rolorion is the head. conl " fck wireless messages.
- DON GILBERTO
AT THE
WHITE DEER
THE ONLY SALOON IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
THAT HANDLES ONE (z) BRAND OF WHISKY,
The Celebrated Willow Springs, Coon
Hollow, Nelson Co., Ky.,
GRAPEVINE, SAYS
MAJ. THOMAS.
' --
Declares He Knows Nothing of
'Frisco Going Into Nashville.
Nashville, Nov 15.—Fee some time
there have been rumors that the 'Fris-
co was exerting every effort to get in-
to Nashville and that negotiations
were on foot with the Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis railway for
the use of its tracks. Todlay, however,
a report emanating in Chattanogga
rhached the city to the effect/that the
rieoo has purchased from. the Lou-
isnilie & Nashville all its holdings in
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
stock and would come into Naeliville,
establishing a through line from St.
Louis to Atlanta. President J. W.
Thomas, of the Nashville. Chattal
nooga &St. Louis, when approached
on the matter, stated that he had
beard nothing of it, and there was
nothing in it, or any of the other rts-
errors that had been going a.round. "'it
is grapevine, he saull, and I have
heard nothing of it. There is nothing
in the either rumors to the effect that
the 'Frisco will come into' Nashville
over the NaihviVe, Chattanooga & St.
Louie lines."
Lady WyandharthQuinhhhe daugh-
ter of Lord Dunrarven, is among the
practical horticulturist, of the peer-
age and owns a wonderful violet
f ann •
1
BOTTLED IN BOND BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
THE ONLY GUARANTEE THAT THE POOR MAN HAS EQUAL
TO THE RICH MAN, BECAUSE UNCLE SAM PUTS THE U. S. A.STAMP OVER THE NECK Olf EVERY BOTTLE. I HAVE NOTH-
ING IN BULK, IN BARRELS OR JUGS TO REFILL THESE BOT-
TLES, THEREFORE EVERY BOTTLE THAT IS EMPTIED, THESTAMP AS WELL AS THE LABEL IS SCRATCHED BEFORE AN-OTHER BOTTLE.IS OPENED; THUS WE OPEN A FRESH BOT-
TLE EVERY TWENTY (2o) MINUTES.
REMEMBER THAT MY PRICES FOR PURE WHISXY (GUAR-
ANTEED BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
10c Per Drink, $1 Per Quart,
50c Per Pint, 25c Per Half Pint
FOR THE SAME AS YOU WOULD PAY FOR ARTIFICIAL COM:
POUNDED OR RECTIFIED WHISKY; WHY DRINK THE POISON-OUS STUFF WHEN YOU CAN GET PURITY AT THE
WHITE DEER
REMEMBER EVERYTHING IN MY HOUSE IS UNION, MY FUR-
NITURE IS MADE BY UNION WORKMEN; MY WHISKY IS
MADE BY THE UNION; ALL MY CIGARS ARE'UNION MADE—
FROM go to 15e6 STRAIGHT; ALL MY BOTTLED AND
DRAUGHED• BEER BEARS THE UNION LABEL; ALL MY SO-
DAS, GINGER ALE, SELTZERS AND COKE ARE UNION MADE;
MY ASSISTANT IS A UNION BARKEEPER; MY PORTERS ARE
UNION AND THE UNION LABEL HANGS OVER THE BAR.
THE PROPRIETOR BELONGS TO THE GRANDEST UNION
IN THE WORLD, THE UNION OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, THE GRANDEST UNION OF THE WORLD.
GOD BLESS HER. YOURS,
DON GILBERTO -
II. T. Hessig. M.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets
Telephone 27o.
D Bacon's Malarial
Tonic Capsules
CITY TAX NOTICE,
CITY TAXPAYERS ARE HERE-
BY REMINDED THAT THE
LAST HALF OF THEIR CITY
RE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
- SULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCII A REPUTATION IN PA -
DU CAE FOR CURING CHILLS
•
TAXES ARE DUE SINCE NO- AND MALARIA.
VEMBER THE FIRST, AFTER PRICE soc.
DECEMBER THE FIRST TEN I TAKE NO OTHER.
PER fiENT WILL BE ADDED TO I THEY ARE GUARANTEED.
ALL UNPAID BILLS. WE DE- I
SIRE TO GIVE EVERYONE AN
OPPORTUNITY TO ESCAPE
THIS PENALTY. KINDLY CALL
AT THE CITY TREASURER'S 4.7 f 4
 Jackson Sts.OFFICE, CITY HALL, AND SET- I I " I 8 Clay Sts.,phon9eh3ogn.e 2TLE, SOON AS POSSIBLE, AND — 
THUS AVOID THE DISCOM-
FORT AND DELAY SO UN-
PLEASANT TO ALL IN THE
RUSH OF THE LAST DAYS.
VERY RESPECTFULLY,
JOHN J. DORIAN.
CITY TREASURER.
Japarrthe form so considerable a
parteof the population. of Seattle that
the government finds it convenient
to ostablish a special postoffice for
them, where mail is received and dis-
tributed among Japanese only.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GBNERAL TCNIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER,
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SATE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
chool
▪ OUR
They
wear
Look
Shoes
are the Kind that
well and Always
Neat Apd Dressy.
ri ti' AI AYS ithAsuitit6LE.
Lendler & Lydon
309 BROADWAY
'Phone orders receive Prompt Attention 'Phone 6754
•••••
••
•
NOT LIABLE
SOLICITOR SAYS SPECIAL ACT
EXEMPTS THE BAPTIST
ORPHANAGE.
• The Officers of the Institution Got
the Legislature to Put Through
a Bill.
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr.,
yesterday said that the municipal leg-
islative boards were wrong if they
believed he, the solicitor, was labor-
ing under an erroneous impression
regarding the scope of the appellate
court decision in connection. with the-
Baptist orphanage asylum of Louis-
ville claiming its property exemptions
frorn taxation. The solicitor says
every piece of property of the or-
phanage is exempted from taxes un-
der a special act passed by the state
legislature in Kentucky.
The orphanage is located at Louis-
ville and the late W. F. Norton be-
queathed the institution some proper-
ty on Broadway between Third and
Fourth streets in this city. The prop-
erty was sold to Jew.eler Joe Wolff
and others, but there is due on same
oneohalf year's taxes while it belong-
ed to the orphanage. The city is now
trying to collect that tax, and had
the matter referred to the solicitor,
Who reported the institution was ex-
empted from taxation by the state
legislature's special act, ethich was
upheld by the appellate bench. On
the solicitor making this report to
the legislative authorities the latter
referred the question back to him,
believing that the solicitor did not
fully understand the appellate court
decision. In passing the proposition
back to Lawyer Campbell the boards
did 40 thinking that the courts ex-
empted the orphanage from taxation
on the property occupied by the insti-
• tution in,Lotrisville, but not on ut-
side property the orphanage rented
out and 'derived revenue therefrom.
The solicitor, however, says the spe-
cial act relieves them drom paying on
everything they possess. therefore his
next report hack to the council and
aldermen will be an affirmation of his
• original statement.
THE UNIQUE MOTO.:
'Quality, Cleardiniesa, Prompt At-
tention.
No improper characters allowed. We
cater to the best people only.
HAWKINS BROS.
317 Broadway. Phone 6a.9 
BURNSIDE'S ROMANCE.
(Liberty Car. Indianapolis News.)
The story of the life of Gen. Burn-
side is the sweetest Morsel of patriotic
reminisence pa fussed by Liberty. Hie
is the idol of local history. Liberty
is only one other love—Joaquin
Miller and Geo. Burnsides were
born at the gates of this old
town, and the boyhood days of hods
were spent within its borders.
In December, 1851, Lieutenant
Burnside returned from the Mexican
War of Liberty for a visit, and vacirt
here he met a young woman from
Kentucky. He fdl in love almost at
first glance and the affection seemed
to be reciprocated. They became en-
gaged and preparations for the wed-
ding were inade in the Kentucky
home of the promised bride. The
ceremony ,was to take place in a
- church and nonserous guests had as-
sembled to witness it.
'Blume& and his sweetheart march-
ed down the aisle to the music of a
wedding march and took their place
before the akar. The cleargyinan re-
ceived the vow from the bridegroom
and turned to the bridle to ask if she
were ready to take him as a,husband.
The assemblage was astounded when
the woman before the altar stammer-
ed' "'No!" and broke the handclasp.
She then hurried' hens the church loT-
lowed by Burnside and the astonished
.wrshlng guests.
For years that sensational seterk of
youthful dream had an effect on
hire and he had little to do w;th the
gentler vex. He had the satisfaction
of hearing, a few months after he
was jilted. that the young woman had
married another man under threat.
She had boasted that she would serve
'him as she had Burnside. On the
way to Oren* however, the bride-
groom drew a revolver from his
pocket and said:
"You are to be one of two things—
me wife or a corpse."
The hint was sufficient and the tri-
fler with masculine affections give an
affirmative answer to the questions of
the minister. For years afterward
Burnside mimed a wounded hearti
but there came a reckoning. When
became major general cone/lands
ng the department of the Ohio the
er and sister of his false bride
caught betraying the union by
rig letters of information across
'the border into rebel territory. They
bad always 'steered at Burnside and
rontinued to sneer When confronted
with the charge of being traitors. He
banished, them into rebel territory
and they were unable to return. to
their homes until after the war. Prior
to the war ternaide trewried Miss
'Mary Bishop.
In Uruguay. 'until within a few
years, the sales of Ithietir Sias the only
part of the cattle industry that yield-
er/ army caSh true meat being mostly
idiscarde-d as of no value.
BLUE PRINTS
COOPERAGE PEOPLE EXPECT-
ING THAT FOR NEW DRY
KILN.
St. Louis People Will Soon Finish
Prints for Road Jeff Read Is
Figuring On.
The blue prints for the new dry
kilns at the cooperage works in Me-
chanicsburg are expected to arrive
here in a flew days from Use Chicago
concern that is making them. The
kiln wilt be a new and modern one,
up-to-date in every particular, and
the cooperage. people here have to
have the prints before them before
they can staft the construction work
as the kiln is of a kind never put up
here before. It will have a capacity
larger than tisi—old plant Whk1f Wet
destroyed by fire. Inside the kilm
the timiber is placed and dried while
being prepared for conversion into
barrel heads.
Railroad Printa.
Mr. Jeff J. Read yesterday said he
expected the blue prints from St.
Louis -in about one week showing the
outfine, grades, routes, etc., for the
new strotch of railroad to be con-
structed between laptonville and
Union City, Tenn. Mr. Read is the
contractor who will construct the
line if it is built and just a.: soon as
the prints of the proposed route are
finished ond sent him he will figure
up the' probable cost and then submit
his calculations to the capitalists be-
hind the movement. Then decisions
will he' made as to whether or not the
project -is a certainty.
THE NATIONAL WEALTH.
IA wonderful story of rapidly in-
creasing national wealth is told by
the statistics of the department of
commence and labor. Half is century
ago the wealth of the United States
was estirnatedi at a tittle more than
$7„000,000,000. At the present time it
is placed at $110o000,000m00. During
this half century the population of
the country has miukiplied by less
than three and one-half, white the
wealth mukiplied by a little more
than thirteen. During the period one
person's share in the total wealth
was -multiplied by four.
The census of fifty years ago
showed that the United 'States in
point of mesa* stood below half a
dozens nations of the old work/. To-
day alt those nations have been en-
tirely outdistanced. C. M. Harvey
gives aortae standing figures in a re-
cent nuagizine article Although the
United States comprieed only 5 per
cent, of the workrs population, it pro-
duced, according to the last census,
22 per cent. of the world's wheat, 3o
per rent of its manefactures, 35 per
cent. of its iron, 36 per cent, of its
cattle. so per cent, of its petroleum,
OA Per cent of its copper, 75 per cent.
of its cotton, and 84 per cent, of itS
corn
ghosts* the United States has only
a twentieth of the worlds irthabitante
it has a fifth of the worid's stock of
money and a fourth of its gold coin
and bullion. The United States has
tweet birch— $14,000.000000,—of the
workrs banking power—capital, sur-
plus, deposits and circulation. Bo-
tweeen Oleo and two the banking
strength of the world grew ros per
cent_ and that of New york city Teo
per cent.
The farmers and planters of the
country according to the same au-
thority, received last year more than
$6,000ssoo.000 for their products. 'This
equals the wealth of the entire coun-
try in 045. The prodoct of the coun-
try's mines for Iwo amounted to $1.-
soo.000.000. The United States has a
third. of ahi the money deposited in
the saving banks of the world. At
the beginning of 1905 there were in
the United State, 212,0.00 miles of
railroad, as compared with 300.000
for the world outside. The riakoads
earned $2,000,000,000 in Igoe and
have in this employ Lsoo,00n pct.- .ns.
.Iion and Steel Business Barometer..
(Washington Post.)
For years it has been held deat ac-
tivity in the iron and steel indusiries
marked prospertiy irt general and that
dullness in those trades signified de-
pression in other avenues, of business.
To state iLinor,e Accurately,
times in the republic curtailed the de-
mand. for iron and steel; good. times
rapidly increased it. Today the iron
and steel output is far and beyond. the
outputs of the best years in the rec-
ords of the country and the difficulty
is now to get orders for material ac-
cepted even for delivery months
ahead. The absorption by the world
is tremendous, and there is every rea-
son to believe that high-water in the
orders las not yet been reached The
country is in the midst of unparal-
leled prosperity, with every evidence
lf its continuance for lengthy period.
Mos. Caroline M. Severence, organ-
izer of the first woman's dub in the
United States, lives in Los Angeles.,
Cal • at the age of 85. In Otero she or-
ganized the Now England club of
Bosten, and was president for three
yenrs.
The toilroads of the United State.
have this year placed orders for 2,300
passenger cars, 217,444 freight cars.
and 4.t3o looOmotives.. And yet they
are insufficiently equipped.
TAR ROOF SUIT
APPELLATE BENCH REVERS-
ED THE CIRCUIT COURT
YESTERDAY.
Terrell Refused to Pay for Roof on
the Ground That It Was Full
of Holes, and Wins.
The appedate bench yesterday re-
versed the 'ocal circuit resort its the
snit of John Mc Henry againest Ed
C .Terrell, the latter of Whorn was
represented by Bagby & Martin..
The litigation is for money Mc-
Henry chime is due from. defendant
for a roof he put on the stable. Ter-
rell erected on Third between Ken-
tucky avenue and Washington' streets
It was one of those gravel, tar and
other composite roofs and Terrell
refused to pay the $375 claimed for
same on the ground that it was full
of holed and not properly put down.
McHenry brought suit in the local
circuit court and was, given judg-
ment floe the amount. Terrell carried
the litigation to the appellate bench
and that tribunal yesterday reversed
the lower court, but it is not known
whether a new trial is ordered or
whether a judgment is given for &-
feeders. This will not be ascertained
s•-o. these -.seises here the mandate
+17c court of appeals.
TEM ACCOUNT HABIT.
"If I had daughters," said a capital-
ist, "I should never permit them to
have an account with a shop. The
account habic is productive of more
pecuniary trouble than any other; and
no wonien should be brought up in
this country of feather-blown for-
tune's on any plan which would not
be a good, one for the poor."
"But an account is so convenient,
one needn't wait for change," said
one woman.
"You can get what you need in
May and pay for it in June and have
a month's happiness out of it. Is that
worth nothing?" asked a second.
"It's all the same in the end," said
a third. "You have so much money;
you always spend it. What's the dif-
ference whether you spend it before
or after receiving it?"
alle a matter of fact it is a well
Ictiown principle that the buying pow-
er of any given semi iv greatly in-
creased by the distance between this
wouidbe buyer and the sum. The
October allowance seen from See-
tember koala large and magnificent.
Having, an account, the Imolai) whin
sees it orders with a prodigality to fit
her impressions. It require, the al-
lowance of November and December
to meet the indebtedness.
Of course, the arecottrit habit fost-
ers extravagance. A woman would
besibate to buy a green silk waist or
to order the nectarines which she
could live contentedly enough with-
out did she have to tette the lest coin
or bile in her parse to pay for them
But they are to be charged! Happy
thought! She can have them and
keep the money in her purse—and she
does; and next month has none.
The account habit makes debt been
natural and not in the least disgrace-
fol. It utterly destroys the lmbit of
self denial in little luxuries. And
there are very few whose financial
position and whose moral natures are
sufficiently high to be entirely ine
pervious to these things.
Training of Womanhood.
(Louisville Herald.)
Does not Lord Lytton's remarkable
,fiararcterization 04 English training
for worronhoort in bis day have bear-
ing on American conditions todey?
Lord' Lytton said.:
"It seems sometimes odd enough
to me that while young ladies are so
seditiously taught the accomplish-
ments that a -husband disregarda, they
are never taught the great one he
would prize. They are taught to be
eithibitorci he wants a companion. He
wants neither a singling animal, nor
a drawing animal, nor- a dancing ani-
mal; he wants a talking animal. But
to talk they are never taught; all they
know of conversation is slander, and
that comes 'by nature."
So wrote Lord. Lytton irony years
—even many decadee—ago. Does his
stricture on the system of edification
• tat for young women apply
to that of the present day? Or have
we made any change at all worth not-
ing since his day in the training of
girls? Lytton's remark about the
talking animal reminds one of the
reason given by President Benjamin
Harrison for his second marriage.
Mr. Morrison gallantly Observed, that
the lady in the case was "a good
listener."
WOth ail due respect to Lord Lyt-
ton, man wants in wOrnankindt some-
thing more than a talking animal.
And with profound- obisance to the
shade* of Benjamin Harrison, he
wants in womankind more than' a list-
ening animal. He wants a good
thinker, a good listener, an- efficient,
cheerful doer, a bright cornsranion
and' lovely exemplar in everyday lift
of the good, the beautiful and the
true: in one wood, woman developed.
not atone in personal charmobut in
sweetness of disposition, rectitude of
indstment, felicity of speech and
efficienry oil achievement. He wants
the yratnan that, by womanly worth,
wins the crown, unfailing, of woman-
ly lsonor.
FIRST PIN
A CURIOSITY WILL BE ON EX-
HIBITION AT INGLESIDE
LODGE
Mdngtun Lodge of Odd Fellows and
the Elks Meet Tonigbt and Red
Men Tomorrow Evening.
At the meeting of heeled& lodge
of Odd Fellows tomorrow eveting
in thed assembly room at the Fra-
ternity building there will be cm ex-
hibition the first pin of that secret
order ever worn by an Odd Fellow.
It is quite a curiosity and the mem-
bers will -be out enmasse to inspect
sane( and also hear the spirited 'de-
bate which will be held during the
gathering on the question of whether
or not members should be solicited
for the order.
Other Meetings.
This evening Mangum lodge of
Odd Fellows meets at their ball in
the Fraternity building.
The weekly session of the Red
Men will be held tomorrow night at
their hall on North Fourth street.
The Elko' regular session is con-
dr.cted this evening at their hall on
North Fourth street.
FORETELLS .WEATHER.
(Zion's Herald.)
A new apparatus, the "aquameter,"
has been devised for assisting in the
compilation of 'weather forecasts. In
mob work hitherto a very important
factor 'has not been sufficiently taken
into considleration—the exactitude of
the percentage of aqueous vapor in
the approaching winds. The barom-
eter gives some such indication, but
the height of the barometer depends
upon wind pressure and temperattn-e
as well as moisture. The wet and' dry
bulb thermometers constitute an
antiquated instrument and are not
sufficiently reliable, as their variation
depends on erratic circumstances and
their indications are not represented
in actual percentages or aqueous
vapor. Rain results when an atmos-
phere nearly saturated with aqueous
vapor becomes towered in tempera-
ture. The nearness or otherwise of
a wind to its saturation point is
therefore a mast important question.
That question has hitherto had to be
determined by recourse to elaborate
apparatus, incholing a chemical bal-
ance. y tieing the aquemeter, how-
ever, which is a simple nutriment,
the exact percentage of aqueous va-
por can be obtainedt By the opening
and shutting of two taps and the
raising and lowering of a mertury
reservoir a meaeared quality of air
is draws into a glair, vessel and
placed in contact with any hydrous
pbosphorie acid, which is a rapid grat-
er absorbent. The rise of mercury in
the narrow glass stem of the vessel
then gives the exact percentage of she
aqueous vapor in the air. ,
THE DEFEAT OF GC/RICAN.
(Lexington Herald.)
In taking accounts of the casualties
of.the recent election one of the most
serious and in many respects one of
the most significant has been general-
ly overlooked, that is the disastrous
defeat of Senator Gorman in More-
land. The constitutional amendment,
which he had set hi* heart upon,
vthich FW his own pet measure, the
adoption of which would, certainly
have meant the absolute control of
Merriam' by bins for the remainder
of -his days, was overwhelmingly re-
jected. The Republican ticket in the
state and in the city of Baltimore bras
elected. Senator Rayner. who won
his seat in the senate over the opposi-
tion of Gorman, opposed the amend-
ment and the result of the election
undoubtedly strengthen* his position
as the kader of the Maryland Demo-
cracy. Gorusan has been steadily los-
ing ground for the last few years, as
was evidenced in the election of
Rayner to the senate.
,The election is Maryland's final re-
pird'iation of Gorman as a leader. It
destreys Whatever prestige he may
have had in the national councils of
the party. He can never again exert
any influence of consequence in con-
trolling the policy of the Democratic
party. While he has undoubtedly
rendered some service to his party and
great service to the country, particu-
larly the South, it is not unjust to
say that there is really no good rea-
son to deplore the distaste which has
overtaken bins. The good he has
done is to a very great extent coun-
ter-balanced by his evil influence in
Demoseatic councils. No other man
was more largely responeibfe for the
failure of the Demiocratic administra-
tion and the Democratic congress to
redeem its pledges upon which they
were entrusted with power in 7892. If
a Democratk Maryland must also
Mean a Gorman Maryland, it Is
*nibbles., well enough for Democracy
that the state be Republican.
'Lady St. Heller since the 'bath of
fier husband, Sir Francis Jeutle, the
famous divorce judge, 'has led a re-
tired life. Once one of the greatest
of society Ireders, she now spends
her time in charitable anw philen-
thropic work.
Sir Alfred Tharrinwortik, the tOri-
cl.on newspaper min, has added an-
other to his long list of publication's.
in puisolusaing the London World.
Out of Date Plumbing is Unhealthy
If your plumbing is out
of date, the members of your
househoid are constantly rishing their
health. Defective plumbi:g generrcs
germ-bearing sewer rises ‘0:!--ch po;',er
the a:mosphere and cannot help but be
breathed by the occupants.
Let us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and
install the best sanitary F x•-res mad.-,
namely iltaerfassf Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our inure .
booklet 'Modern Home Plumbing" sent free upon application.
E.D. HANNAN, Plumber
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert Iworkman? If you do take
It to
John ). 131eich, leweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
++++4+44 44.4.44+44+.14+++.1
b./ COULSON,
...PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Mon 133. 52.0 Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paducuth, Kentnclgy,
Capitelki end Surplus $158,ocro
-ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRILS.
N. W. VAN CULIN CAlLatia.
Transacts all regular banking bastnees.. 11410* roar dopes*. Pare 4
per out per annum on tinny certificate of deposits.. Safety bowie in fire
proof vault far rent at $3 to Ste per year as to aim You carry your outs
key mad no on. but yourealf has access.
 .11
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE °
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS US WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET Mt TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite k Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, tan TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a: new
management, for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best, accommodations at).easonable rates,
Price Bros. (Fe Co.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
 AI
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery and3and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones :ill
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam
Campbell Block,
Office Phone 369. - Resldenob Phone 726
Subseribe For The Register
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FALSE IDEA
MINORITY LEADER'S POSI-
TION IN REGARD TO RATE
LEGISLATION.
It Will Not Lead to Socialism, but
Would Only Restrain Pub-
lic Corners.
Washington, Nov. 15.—Speaking of
the Democratic position on rate leg-
islation, John Sharpe Williams, the
minority kader, said today:
"The attempt to alarm mankind
with a notion that a governmental
tribunal's. regulation of freight rates
erfli lead' to socialism," said Mr.
Williasne, "is stupid wherever it is
net oxibicious. Every government in
the world has found it necessary to
restrain public carriers by law. On
the continent people mainly resort to
isenellinment ownership. In Great
Britian a government tribunal fixes
absolutely the schedule of freight
charges. It has not led to commun-
ion there.
"We propose to leave ail initiative
• to the railroads as now, and to have
the government interfere only in or-
der to see, first, that eqquai charges
are made for equal, service, and, sec-
ondly, that reesonable charges per se
are mode to ail, and in order to se.
cure these ends to give the power to
a government tribunal not to inkiate
rates. but only upon complaint that
a government rate is unn,asonable, to
prescribe a reasoneble substitute rate
shall go into operation after a reason-
able time and remain in operation un-
til set aside by due process'of law.
"We die not propose to go as far
• as the states have gone in their rail-
road commission. We appreciate the
coMplexity and the delicacy of the
nacidnery of the intertate railroad
rates. We also appreciate that it will
rot be to leave the railroad magnates
free to build up whatsoever Mealier;
they choose by rate differentials,
thereby testing down and destroying
whatsoever localities they choose to
destroy."
4
RATE HEARING BE-
GUN AT FRANKFORT.
Louisville Complaint the First to Be
Taken Up—Many Attorneys
On Hand.
Frankfort, Ky.. Soy. t5.—The state
ratlines', commission is hewing tare
complaints against the several rail-
. .
Ways of Confidence Men.
(Chicago Inter-Ocean.)
Naturally, as may be supposed, dur-
ing my career as a detective, I have
frequently run across various kinds
of confidence games and swindlers;
and the recent exposure in St. Louis
of the crooked operation& of Cokmel
Dan Baker, "Diamond Ed" Blackie,
the Noreyou-Weent-now-you-don't
Jason Harrell and a few others of
crooks, recalls to mind similar opera-
tions in Chicago of the firm of
Quincy A. Fuller & Co., only a short
time ago.
Quincy A. Fuller vete the head and
tail or the operative department of
the "house," and before this exposure
'he sought to engage for his use the
money of a number of acquaintances
he made while there. The "firm?' oc-
cupied quarters on the second floor
of a building well down on F. street,
and its operations consisted in the
business world of trying' to raise
money on bogus diamonds or "gems."
tAn attempt toon some diamonds
said to be worth $3,80o, but, really,
not worth the cost of grinding the
glees front which they were made, re-
sulted in the exposure which helped
Fuller in 'his decision to leave the
city,
One Prof. Charming Ball, alias Bur-
ton Reese, acconsplice of the man
Fuller, sniffed hostile air tele also
shook the duet ief the city from his
feet A so-creed mind reader, who
reakey was wonderful enough to tell
a man's inner:110st cognitations, was
eltildeyeell to scent out people with
cask in their pockets. The firm came
to grief in a salon timie and suspended
operations for a continuation in mere
successful fields. Their appearance in
Chicago, however, created a stir, ow-
ing. as a matter of fact, to its ex-
' tended interest.
Perhaps one the most "saintly"
schemes that ever had anything to
do with—in a professional capacity
Was that which was "worked" to the
tune of $300,000 by one William Wha-
len, a man whose confidence opera-
tiwia extended over two hemispheres,
allB 'who, five years ago, created a de-
cided sensation as well as a slump
in St. —la gold mining stock, by go-
, Mg away from a city which shall be
ilienseless. and upon returning was ar-
reited on a warrant ebergisig him
' with fraud. Velhallert is au ignorant
man. sternly able to write his name,
but in a few weeks he succeeded in
, working the city in question, as we*
as other cities, to the extent of cwer
$3oo.000,
I IHe first appeared in L— in the
etunmer of 1887, and in some way got
, into the good graces of a minister.
Hie bad 0011Te money and spent it
c!osed carriage for a half tour or so She Wanted "Serve." • •
—or perhaps longer--woukt be bene- She doolceeb all of 19 years old and
ficiae to his health. A carriage was
therefore procured. and 'he was driven ,
must have been keeping house at
away. That was the last seen of 
Mir., tiesstitnga week. Her inexperience was
Spaulding by the Wolf family and by 
the grocer's ability to sup-
Mr. Hill. It soon developed that 111r. _ emir  e &be. ft _mem_
press his similes.
Spaulding was a smooth bunco artist tor intended to show that she had
and had palmed off on Mir. Hill a. lot had one for years and years, "thinks
of stock in mythical railroad lines succotash is simply lovely. I'll take a
which were never known outside of pound of it."
valued at $5,000. Eckstein though he Spaulding's irr.aginatio.n. The groceryman continued to sup-
saw the oportunity of hie life time: IHie returned to C—and instituted press his feelings While he filled a
Jeeste-ph gratuitously offered a few an investigation. I* called upon the paper bag witth beans and green corn.,
grains of the precious metal, as a G— detective agency, of vehich I and „seised h„1  to itavv_____je_ .e.00teio.
sample. was a member at the time, and, after thoroughly.
Eckstein hastened at once out to all the fasts were elicited. as I have He was beginning •to feel secure
South Chicago to the store of his here given them, I was detailed on again when she bought a can of soup
friend, Louis Stinberg, who was a the case and began investigating. of a much advertised brand and said:
jeweler. The latter put the material !Commencing on the case, I soon "you (ear, give me five cents' worth
under an alcohol lamp and.. applied developed the fact that, in addition to of scree."
the 'blow pipe. There was no mistake the price of the board paid at the}i The marl behind the counter was
—it was pure gold—it assayed 20 Woolf household. which was fabulous, bev,i'dered even after hearing the or-
carats. Results were so surprising Spaulding twee Me. Wolf anti ins son .ear repeated. She explained!
that negotiations were brought at Joseph a check caeing-foi $200. This "The d ti tele you how to
once to buy the precious metal, fact was rather reluctantly admitted cook it and what to put in. But I
A few days later Ex-stein, Louis
Stinbergo and two other men met
Itaseph in the office of a Madison St.
jewelry house. A poc4 had been forms
et+, to which Eckstein paid in $1,000,
Steinberg et,000 and another man
Stool°. To make sure, the priceless
biet was again opened in the pres-
elece of the jeweler, and, of course,
found true to what had been claimed.
The money was paid over. Joseph
took the $4,000 with an apparent re-
gretful air and put the money in 'his
pocket.
The other purchasers went to Eck-
stein's house to settle upon dividing
the treasure. The valise was marked
"Pfl, )(hobo Mew eg 6 M," The va-
lise supposed to contain, the gold was
then (hastily opened. It was found
to contain only brass filing. Eckstein
hurried to the Madison street jewelry
house, but Josep' was gone.
The case was later reported to ow
detective bureau and although we
had small hopes at fleet, we finally
succeeded in landing the confidence
man whose game beet the gold brick
trick.
Perhaps the largest and most auda-
cious bunco game ever played in the
state of Ohio was that perpetrated on
a prominent capitalist to the extent
of Suomi. The amount was willing-
ly given up by gullible Mr. Hill—that
name will do, for I do not wish to re-
vert hie real name, achiress--for a
block of worthless railroad stock
owned by a sick man who wanted
cash;
lOn March ao—only a few years ago
—j short, smootledoced, well dressed
young man called at the residence of
Joseph C. Wolf, the assistant survey-
or of R— county, and stated that be
road. operating in Kentucky. The freely, especially at
 
several demob desired to eccure board and lodging
hod tomolaint to be role into ia that fake. ,He also gave savoy a good': for an invalid, who was seeking rest
of the Norman lleunelier tompany deal of snorer at church doors andland recuperation in a quiet locality.
the 
and
Call.°11111Y enn"nY' shewhatv. He was no
t ostentatious After, much pervuasion, Mfrs. Woe,
who did not ordinarily keep boarders,
coesented to take the stranger. The
neat day a closed carriage was driven
of Iii.vi14e. oar.. ey
man, of Louieville, is here to present
, • called that he was giving to charity
cotro
day to day, arie later the commission I 
whicili flaore "the none cif a
evidene and  at recerde ited num
ber of shares of stock on
dee I,. emit N Comparry; Attlee Cox,
for the Illinois Central; Walker 'II.
Hines, for the Southern; J. Mor-
ton, for the Lexington and Eastern 
man named E N. Mayo. The name
eseopone. and conepton, for the of the mine w
as St. —Gold and Sil-
t.. and N. 
toe Mining company, and it was
The hearing wee. continue from divid
ed into many claims. each of
141 
Others in attendance 
eeee. the in eight of church goers, and the mon-
meeting 
are: 
jildire %tinier—ea n !Ind, . j.t•et. eneodeseed him to a number of to She residence, and, the individual,
"Aso seemed to be a man middleprominent
say. iti New York, and Coe 'Bennett
H. Yowler, of Louisville, attorneys 
I These 'he marked for his victims. age and 
in great distress introduced
for the state, which is a party me,. He 
quietly whispered that the source hatelledi as the invalid
 lodger.
plainant, at Atborneis Henry. L I of " in't°rnt gras a 
diviciencl-Paying The boarder bundled up in a long
Stone and Thorns. B. Idarrison, fog. gold 
and sliver mine in Nevada, of cloak. and ,his face Was wrapped in
which he was president, and the main bandages and cotton so that none of
offiee of which 'was located in New the family was able to perceive his
You, under she management of a exact appearance. In fact, during his
entire stay none of them ever saw his
face, it being continual* kept con-
ceit/col behind the bandages. He
rare hie name ae Theodore Spauldi-
irie and said that he was a speculator
from Chicago, fielding that he expect-
ed a call shortly from a gentleman
who writeel come to transact 100int
iriort bueiness.
astiourn to Loviseille to hear He ' °f a
ll
vieeded.
better get
When all the railway* now building
in that Wake are completed" Toot*
will not fall far abort of having so
rer cent. more main track than
Illinois, which was the state of wett-
est railroad memosi until recently.
Joplin ins a new periodical, Tegami
7.asehe the aim of which hi to teach
the writing of tensible letters. The
editor warns his readers among other
against the habit of introduc-
ing "memento ephrow, into business
letters.
The 'blueberry canning factory at
Island Point, Vt., hoe shut down af-
ter canning 300.000 gale-in.-4 of pro-
dime Over 1,500,000 polio& of ber-
ries have been used, and seves car-
load, of lumber were required to box
the iresele for shipment.
HAYES
Free Delivery— Telephone 736.
25c Talcum 150.
Dix Tooth Brush $1.8S:50 Hair Bruit' 
Joo Bath Bruit 
s5c Tocith Paste 
Crystal Velvet
Hayes'
Seventh
and
Broadway.
an cir`  in manner, but it was afterward re-
TeL me, 7th and Broadway.
'which a guaranteed dividene of so
I'cents per share would be paid every
, three months. The par value was.
Po per share, but be would dispose
of it for elle.
I .He caught some of the !Shrewdest
business and professional men in the
city. • He paid time dividend*. 10IN
as he could well afford to, through
the New York office. He floated
stock with prominent people in that
city and Chicago until he was ahead
over ezeo,000, baying paid shout $50,-
coo in dividends,
folovring eny the expected
non arrived not introduced bimself
as Charles Hill. of New York The
man was a Hebrew of dignified ap-
pearance, rich attire and past middle
age. He had been in the house but
a few -home 'when, at the request of
Mks Spauldingi snood members of
Phi' Wolf famiTy were called into the
bedroom of the invalid to %%times, the
payment of some money from Mk.
Hilt to Mr. Spaniklinst. Both of the
He returned to the city a sheet clintleman explained that Mr. Hill
time later Ind registered under his had purchased sonic railroad 'stock
proper ?ante. A. Dr. Schmidt, one of in several companies from M. Spanld-
his victim*, got wind of than through in, and was to pay Stem° in cash.
his effort* to sell more/mining stock The money Amused -hands and Mr.
and called to we him. He gave the and litre. Vv)olf signed the receipt, as
Dr.'s.. no satisfaction, whereupon the i witnessea, from Mr. Spaulding to Mr.
victim 'consulted the writer. and I ',Nil.
immediately swore not a warren} for +Mb'. Hill departed in due time, and
the operator's arrest. had not been gone king when Mr.
Si e thi write he has had his Spaulding cencluded that a ride in atic
trial, was duly convicted', received a'
sentence commensurate with his
"saintly" "themes. and, under-
stand, he wee liberited, but
'whether" he hag since engaged in any
crooked operations I carnet state.
One of the clevefeat confidence
scheme" of games oiler worked. in
Chicago•orAtire I connected with
a dete-ctive bureau in do city was
, that perpetrated one 'afternoon on
three mien, an. Jointly.ebfy were out
t more than $4,ono.
25e I Eciestein----that trame will do as well
• as any . ntker--waq a householder and
:occasionally rented rooms. One (her!
,a well dressed man came to his rod- 1
&nee and applied for a room. He
AND PRICES. 
said that 'he was 2 17 ,711.14:0 •••...,/ 1, —
of the Ruesiae nobility„who, thro el•
hie!' sympathy with the Niliiliats. shad ,
been exiled, anti that he had escaped '
Ito the United States. To Mr. Fete
Istein he owe the mains of R. 'resell,
i and admitted that wasn't his real j
1 . lname or even part of it.
The next clay after his arrival the;
stranger called the landlord to his .
room, and, with weatest show of se- '
creep, opened a valise and took from
It a small box. Carefullt opening it.
Complexion Brollies, Toilet Soap,
Violet Water, Extracts all odors. e
DON'T FO'RGET THE PLACE
Wiimpro, 
he picked out some shinning particles
that had the glint and color of gold.
Eckstein was electrified. Joseph
raoticedi the +impression be hack made
and declared that he had a quantity
cif the stuff, worth probably ten thou-
sand dollars in United States money.
He would be willing to dispose of
The000 worth. Should 'he be able to
get the money he wouldbe willing to
give the contents of the little box,
b/ Mr. Wolf, who had since cashed
the eheck, but taking this as a clue,
I traced Spaulding' • from plate to
place, and soon harli reason to believe
that Spaulding was none other than
Tom Jennings, one of the smoothest
swindlers in the country—which the-
ory I subsequently proved.
Mrs. Wolf, at whose house the deal
took place, a few days later thought
she recognized in the picture of Jen-
nings the man who came *ci her house
under the name of Spaulding. Mrs.
Woe also admitted. that she had wit-
nessed the deal by which Hill paid
;moo° for the worthless bonds.
The man with the bandages over Paducah
Jennings in several particulars, too.
his face answered the description of •
He was a :store man, well proportion- St
ld, am"u pcepirg from under the ban-
dages were traces of a red ant sandy
beard. Jennings was such a gellow.
It :!..:so transpired that, prior to the
perrhase of the worthless rai' cad
bonds, Hill was well baited by the
plarChase of a few hundred dollars'
worth of genuine stock at a ridicii-+
!misty low figure.
Luck or fate—call it what you may
—often does more for us than one
ability in beating a criminal; and it is
the ability to discriminate as to what
is a chance that makes a successful
detective. Therefore, as chance would
have it, two weeks later another case
came up that called me to Detroit,
and the day after my arrival I ran
against the man wanted, so to speak,
in a fashionable saloon. Producing
the necessary papers, I had
placed under arrest, and he was in
due course of taw sent where the
bonde were real: Thus ended the ca-
reer, for the time being at least, of
one of the most audacious and clever
bunco "artists" it had been my for-
tune to meet during my career as a
detective.
haven't got everything that's called
for. The directions say 'just add hot
water and serve.' "
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GRF.GOR.
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone iii. Old Phone 303.
INTERESTING ITEMS.
The cost of completing the elevated
railroad in Tokio will be included in
the next Japaneses budget.
ei silver solution, called callangol,
has been used successfully in Germany
In the treatmect appendicitis.
When Audubon began the publica-
tion of his great work in 1836 he' re-
ceived from many subscribers et ,ono
a copy.
The Italian government offere a
prise of $2,000 for the plan of a dwell-
ing beet suited to the climatic condi-
tions of Ital.,.
The dock in Exeter Cathedral,
F,nglianct, is eoo year,* old. The dial is
seven feet in diameter. The dials
show the time of day and the moon's
age,
A French farmer, who kept a
number of dogs and cat", constructed
ingeniously, in order to protect the
latter from the former, a veritable
cat's nest, which 'he placed among the
branches of a stunted oak tree.
mink can, when put to it, climb
a tree, as was clearer demonstrated
by Leo Duchesneau at Keene, N. H.
He chased the' animal some distance
and at last the elv fellow took re-
fuge in an ehni. The boy secured the
tircairtire with. the aid of his rifle.
Knights of Columbus Excursion.
A special train will leave Padu-
cah asi 8 a. m., Sonday, November
29th, to carry the Knights of Co-
lumbie. and their friends to Cairo,
and returning will leave Cairo about
midnight.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent.
 
 regetealb Ky.
. C. WARFIELD,, T. A.,
Union Depot.
smter
EDGAR*V.
ESTATE AGENCY
REAL. EST td. WESTERN F.ENTUOLY FARM I. EAST
Y PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. wrgrERN
ETTE JOURNAI.IAND PRICE LIST
444
Dy 
ramitiWirv YBODY. 3111qD FOR rr.
/EDO° R Padvuaks. So
earn Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line cf samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
It T. Rivers,M. D.
OFF I CE rao NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
itosidsnce Office 25,1
A. S. DABNEY,
k:NTIST—
Trueheart Building.
tYR. ROB-T. J. RIVERS
:so NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phoses 315
Office hours 8 to to a. m., i te 3
p. rn. and 7 to 9 p.131.
NOTICE OF
CHARTER RE-EXTENSION.
.TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
Office of Comptroller of the Currency.
Washington, D. C., Oct. io, tgo5.
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned it has
been made to appear that "The First
National Bank IA Paducah," located
in the Oty of Paducah, in the Coun-
ty of McCracken and State of Ken-
tucky, has complied with all the pro-
vision, of the Act of Congress "to
enable National Banking Associations
to extend their corporate cxistenct,
and for other purposes" approved
July 12, 1882, as amended by the Act
approved April 12, 1902;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, William
B. Ftidgely, Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, do hereby certify that "The,
First National Bank of Paducah," lo-
cated in the City of Paducah, in the
County of McCracken and State of
Kentucky, is authorized to have Mk-
cession for the period specified in it!
iittielesi— -of- --ireisosiatisani-
namely until close of business on
October TO, 1925.
In testimony whereof witness my
hand and seal of office this Tenth day
of October, zoos.
(SEAL.) WM. B. RIDGELY;
Comptroller of the Currency.
Chatter No. t590. Extension No. 932.
HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS.
On November arst, and December
5th and 19th, 1905, the Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad Company, wilt sell first
class round-trip tickets at great)), re-
duced rates to points in Colorado, In-
dian Territory, Kansas, Louisiana,
2tliitso,o; Ndiraska, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas,
Wyoming, Mexico, Michigan, Mis-
sissippi, Arkansas and other territory.
Tickets will be good for twenty-one
(at) days to rettnn.
5. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WARFIELD, T. A.,
Union Depot.
Sh bard Wier .114fteittell
EXCUR SION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comforts
and rest; good service, good table.,
gocl rooms, etc. Boats leave each'
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. rn.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agent.
4E/
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller-
and Marble.
LAWYERS
ROOMS 1, 2 and 3 Register Build.
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both ohones
44,1I
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
btoVes aqc:
rzt,tri2ithre.
Buy anything and sell everything.
218-220 Court street. Old phone reell.
Clem Frausioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
E. H. IDUCZY EAR,
A.TTOR NE Y -AT-LA W,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.
$23 I-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone
SPECIALTIES:
Abetrachng of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
490-
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Rotas 13 &nil 14 Columbia Bolo:ran&
Old Phone 109.
ii1OURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms to, It and 12, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH. +CY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
8. 
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, 120
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence toei Clay, Old Phone 169a
 
MIS 
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LA WV Lk—
Will practice in all courts of Ken-
tucky and Illinois.
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., go6 Broadway.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
4H01-aeopacciet.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone 2210,
Reddente, 819 Broadway.
Phone 'Q.
'Office phode 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
eielvetwe wl 14 rt St71GEnet
Rooms Fraternity Buildisa•
,E4
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OVIZIKIPAMIC PLIYUCIAN
"me JO, 4.• 11-2 Brolatiray.
ItAXIMH4
aZalfikr Air Balprole. wben
-4
Pc
eso 
•
S.
•tl
11
.1.311•••••=0115ACY •
Habig?
Stop Kt
REXALL CHERRY JUICE
COUGH SYRUP
-- Guaranteed -
Price 25c and 50c.
Get a-free sample at McPherson's
Drug Store.
MTHERSON
DRUG STORE.
Thursday Morning, Nov. 16, 1905.
LOCAL -,NEWS
-More brick have arrived for the
Third street reconetruction work that
is now being wound up, and yester-
day and the day before the laborers
were up there laying the brick. There
rnnains only 11 little of the work left
before everything is completed.
-The woo& and fields were literal
ly filled with hunters yesterday out
seeking quail, and all report the
game in plentiful supply. One tnan
killed 46 yesterday afternoon. The
game like expired yesterday and any-
• can now hunt the quail.
-The Albert Sydney Johnson chap
ter, U. P. C, of Louisville, is prepar-
ing to erect a montunient at Shiloh
-OasnerlortnOrative of Kentucky soldiers
-wise :4:11 there. Albert Sydney John-
son, the general, was one. He was an
ustieoI Coneltactor Beyers Robert-
son, of this city, and a distinguished
soest
\-Dr. Charles Lightfoot is in Car
eoidale, Iii, on business.
-The Benton Improvement Com-
pany Ion elected offsets es ,follows:
Robert t. 9hemwe4l, president ; R.
-G. Trees, vice president; J. L. Price,
secretary, and W. C. Rowe, treasurer.
The directors are W. S. Griffith, W.
Si. Cote, ft. G. Tress, David Reeves,
R. L. Sfietnwell and D. B. Fergtsson.
Tligs company is the one preparing
ilpltrett the new hotel at Benton.
'There was no meeting yesterday by
tihe Board of Works on account of
edit member being in the city, Presi-
dent Ed P. Noble. Mr. Saunders
Fowler ise away on his bridal tour,
while Member John B. Rineliffe went
to Cairo yesterday to attend the wa-
terways convention .
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
ONE WEEK
Commencing.
Monday, Nov. 20,
VAN DYKE k EATON CO.
Monday Night-The Embezzler.
Tuesday Matinee-The Divorce
-Question. Night, Carmen.
Wednesday Matinee-In the Hands
rd the Czar. Night. Beware of Men.
Thursday Matinee-Camile. Night,
Great Poison Mystery.
Friday Matinee-Told in the Hills.
Night. Dere Thorne.
Saturday. Matinee-East Lyne.
Night, Dtiewood Dick.
Special vaudeville features between
every act.
Monday night ladies free with each
pc ticket if reserved before 6 p. m.
Monday.
Prices-14, 10, 30C.
THE KENTUCKY
T'ELS`PHONE-546.
Friday Night, November 17
Frank
Stewart
Regal
lartoodsr
Mr. Reganis a genius in his partic-
ular 8041 .H ig 208 crayon work and
the wonderful traqsformations pro-
duced, combined with hi s instructive
*ilk, make a moot favorable -impres-
sion among his auditors.
Price*, 45. 35, so and 75c.
Seats on sale Thursday.
SOCIAL EVENTS
MISS KIRKPATRICK MARRIES
AT RIPLEY, TENN, NEXT
MONTH.
Matinee Musicale Club Holds Enter-
tainment Saturday Afternoon-
Club Notes.
.Friende here have received invita-
tions annomecing that December 12th,
at the 1114.)me of the popular bride in
Ripley, Tenn., there will be united in
marriage Miss Monie Kirkpatrick, of
that place, and M. D. John Abbott.
of Louisville. 'After a two weeks'
bridal teetrr over the country the
happy pair will go to Louisville to
make their borne in the
bride is the unusually beautiful
and winsome young lady of many ad
mirers, Who has several times visited
Miss May V. Patterson, of Jefferson
between Fifth and Sixth streets, in
this city. She is a cultured' and ac-
complished, young lady and most
charmingly remembered here by ev-
er-y-body.
Mr. Abbott ranks as one of the
Fates City's most progressive and
sterling young business men, and is
connected in a responeible capecity
with a large vinegar establishment.
'Miss Patterson 'will attend the
!wedding from! here. while many ac-
quaintances send fe:wr-r!, their ,-ie-
cere congratulations to the wen
knenvn couple.
Matinee Musicale.4
The Matinee Musicale club web
next Saturday afternoon at 3:30
o'clock hold the first of its entertain-
ments, which will be at the residence
of Mrs. David M. Flournoy. of Sev-
enth and Harrison streets, at which
time all the members will be there,
both active and associate, and a most
delightful time bad. This body is
the - iseivey organized club consisting
of the !nest able lousical talent both
vocal and instrumental, of this city,
the Object of the organization being
for advancement of the art and social
entertainment. This is the nest as-
sembly for rendition of an ar-
ranged programme, and it is looked
forward to with much *jolt by all.
The programme is *ilte
i. Rettdiret-IrMusical Instketurients
and Their Origin."
2. Piano enflo, 1Whitzl:-Chopin,
Vocal thiett, "Greeting"-Mien-
delsohn.
4 Soprano spin (a) "Call Me
Back." (b) "A May Morning"-Den-
za.
5. Piano trio for six hands, "Fan-
tasia" on "Airs-from Mozart's Operas
-C. Comely. Opus 74th.
, 6. Contralto polo. (a) 'The Peet,"
(b) "Near Tibee"--ilAesen.
7. Piano duo, Overture from "Wil-
liam
Evening Reception.
Next Tuesday evening from 8:30
untik It o'clock Mrs. Laura Fowler-,
of Broadway, will receive comp/a-
inentary to Mr. and Mks. Saunckrs
Fowler, who will return the last of
this week from their bridal tour.
Chanting Affair.
The reception of Mrs. James P.
Smith yesterday afternoon, at her
home on 'Wastrington near Fifth
street, was a most -elegant and' fash-
ionable affair, attended by many peo-
ple of this city, and numerous visit-
ors. The handsome borne was gor-
geously decorated for the occasion.
while many beautiful gowns were in
profuse evidence amongst the many
there. The entertainment was com-
plimentary to Mrs. James- Rose and
Miss Helen Van Cleve, of Spring-
field. Ill., and Misses Esther and
Ruth Wheeler, of Lima, Ohio.
New Social Club.
Mb sts Anna Harlan. of South
Fourth street, last evening entertain-
ed the Sans Forme club, and a most
delightful time was had by the guests
of this attractive and popular hostess.
Talks Postponed.
The Art Talks announced by Miss
Alice Cotnpton for next Setorday
have been postponed until further
notice.
Married Here.
Yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock
there arrived here from Sparta. Ill..
Miss Ethel Cathcart and Mr. E. B.
Finley, who repaired to the county
.esssrt-house and there procured from
the clerk a wedding license. After-
wards in the parlors of Hotel Craig,
at Fifth and Jefferson streets, the
young people were united in marriage
by Rev. E. E. Eshman, of the First
Cemberhurd Presbyterian chinch.
The 'young petiple are now at that
popular hostelry, but this morning
will retnen to their, home in the ad-
joining state, Where they are mem-
bers of well known families, and
Came here foe the novelty of an out-
O'-ten wedding.
• entertains at Card.
Mrs. Jritin Walthal. Little, 4 Four-
teenth and Jefferson streets, i s is-
sued invitations for a card party she
will give at 2 o'e4Ock the afternoon of
Friday, November 24th.
Many at Dance.
twat evening an unusually large
crowd was at the dance given at the
Palmer by the Cotillion club. The
guests remained on the floor meta a
late hour indulging in the enjoying
gathering.
-
Married at Folsonsdale.
Miss Zella Canny, of Folsomdalf.
and. Mr. C. L.'Parrott, of Mayfield.
reed married yesterday at the bride's
ABOUT PEOPLE
Manager James E. Bugg, of the lo-
cal office of the Holcornb-Lobb corn
pane, has returned from a trip to AI-
abarna.
M. Charles Hegeveald, the foun-
dtyman of New Albany, Ind., was
I'vre yesterday the gliest of 'his sis-
ter, Mrs. W. M. Nagel, of Third anel
Broadway. He left last night for
Cairo to attend the waterways con-
vention.
'President W. II. Holcomb, of the
eiokomb-Lobb Tie company, will ar-
rive today cincen Chicago.
Route Agent C G. Prizer, of the
Adams Express company, was in the
city yesterday on business with the
local office. He came from Illinois.
Sk Charles F. James, of Evans-
ville, Ind., is in the city, the guest of
-aunt, MM. James Rody.
Hon. L. P. Head, die legislator
from this county to the state as-
sembly, goes to Central City tomor-
row on business.
Mr. Joihn Cobb left last eveningg
for his home in Cairo, after a day's
visit to his mother, Mrs. Manic Cobb.
Hie is connected with the Bulletin
there.
Mr. Theo. Luttrell, of the county.
has returned from a hunting trip to
Mis's'ouri.
Mr. Stesari Ke71 went yesterday to
"e• te visit her son, Cap-
tain iCel, tie! eteemboatman.
;  . ACose of Dover, Teen.,
yestr-d:..) 7ot-erne-Si lenne miter visit-
:rgc.
Mr. Saunders Fowler and wife are
expected home Saturday from Mlle-
vine. N.. C., and will reside at the
home of the former on Broadway un-
til their Arcadian place, Edgewood,
is reedy for occupancy,
THE RIVERS
Yesterday afternoon the steamer
Clyde got away for the Tennessee
river. She conies back again neat
Monday eight.
Tonight late the steamer Kersuck-y
comes out of the Tennessee river and
will remain belie' until 5 o'ciock Sat-
urday afternoon before skipping away
on her return trip.
Thie morning at 8 o'elock the
Dick Fowler leaves for Cairo. She
comes beck tonight about it o'clock.
The Henry Harley COMM in to-
night from Eiransvine and departs
immediately on ter return tat way.
The Mary Waned Ina gone to the
Mississippi river after a tow of lum-
ber. • -
The Sycamore is up the Tennessee
owe loading a tow of /umber to be
brought out right away.
The City of Saftilio ft due out to-
day bound for St. Led, firm
Tennessee river.
The City of Savannah is due to
pass up tonight hound 1o1 the Ten-
messier river from St. Louis.
Bob Dudbey will get tp Nash-
vi: e tomorrow and 'leave there Satur-
day on her return to this city.
The towboat Is forme Somer.
row for 'the Tenrsessee river after a
tow of ties for the Hokonsh-Lobb
Tie company which owne her
The government boat Golden Rod
arrived yesterday from Cincinnati.
went to Cairo, and returning, goes
up the Tetmessee river on her annual
tour of inspection of the goveronient
Captain A. J. Powell, of the Bar-
ritt line, was here yesterday from
Cairo to see about on of their barges
being repaired on the marine ways.
The steamer Willett has arrived
here from Cincinnati, en route to the
Terrnesece river, after a tow of ties.
Her owner, Captain R. 14. Willett, of
New Albany, came down on her.
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo. 17eiffi falling
Chattanooga, 1.4: standing
Cincinnati, 12.7;
Evansville, 79; standing.
Fkirence. 0.3; falling.
Johnsonville. 1.4; standing.
5.0; standing.
Mt. Cartheet• 5.9; falling.
Naslerifie, 8.t: standing.
Pittsburg, 5.5: falling.
Davis Island Darn, 5.6; falling.
St. Louie, 12.8; falling.
Mt. Veemen. Missing.
Peale-ale, 7.2; felling
Mi. James M. Ezell has returned
from visiting in Clinton.
The United States raises three-
fourths of the world's cotton supply.
THE EAGLES
Buy Furnishings and Prepare For the
Minstrel.
'At last evening's meeting of the
Eagles lodge that body ordered its
corntnittee in charge of negotiations
to boy,' if possible, the furnishings
and equipment the Y. M. C. A. has
in the Sixth and Broadway Rieke
building, which the lodge has leased,
the association having eseegned.
committee was selected during
the meeting of the lodge to prepare
For a huge minstrel that will be giv-
en at The Kentucky for the benefit of
the organization.
Our candies are pure, fresh and de-
licious, made by the oldest candy
maker in Paducah, Mr. Waller. We
guarantee every pound to be free
from all injurious ingredients.
home. 1 417 B'way. Hawkins Bros. Phone g6s.
IEAR WANTS
WANTED-Reliable boys at Chem
blee Bros. this morning at 7:30
o'clock.
FOR RENT--Six-room brick res-
idence. All modem conveniences,
714 Harrison steeet. Apply to D. M.
Fliournoy, 433 North Seventh. ,
TO RENT-Six rooms, first flow.;
all m9dern conveniences; centrally lo-
cated; splendid home. Also three up-
stairs TOMS, all conveniences; nice
for light housekeeping. Inquire at
513 N. Sixth St.
LOST OR STRAYED-A sOrrel
horse, 14 hand§ ligh; one eye out;
sunken place on right side of rump.
Finder return t 0719 S. Eleventh and
be rewarded.
TAKEN UP-Two bay mares have
been taken up by Jack Armstrong,
of the Blandville road. They are 15
hands high. Owner call and get
them.
FOR RENT-Two fuenished rooms
it 229 S. Eighth St.
REPORT
Of the Condition of
First National Bank
at Paducah!, in the state of Kentucky`,
at the close of busiriess. Nov. 9th,
1905.
Resources.
Loans and discounts ....kg553.81
Overdrafts-, secured and
unsecured  4,364.27
U. S. Bonds to secure
circulation   65,000.00
Premiums on • U. S.
bonds 
Boodle securities, etc ....
Due from National banks
(not reserve agents) 50,625.56
Due from State banks and
bankers  25
Due from approved re-
serve agents  109.213'94
Checks and other cash
items   4565-17
Notes of other National
banks   27.795•
Tractional paper currency,
rickets and cents  
Lawful money reserve
bade, viz:
Spe'c'ie • • - -$211095 • 00
Legal tender
hot. - 7,000-00
'Redemption fired with U.
S. treasurer (5 per cent 
of circukstion) 
in
1.259 , 37
20,000.00
430 62
aff,ops.00
3,250•00
(Total $733,177.56
Cl etect• paid is - $100.000.00
abrpfus fund  700,000.00
L'ndivided „profit, fess ex-
penses and tares peid.. 34.121.33
National bank notes out-
standing   63,900.00
Doe to other National
banks . . . 3.442.06
Itdivideal deposits subject
to check  3 i:.4.031t. 46
Time certificates of deposit 01,47511
Reserved for taxes  10,000.00
Total $723. T 77. 56
State of Kentucky, county of Mc-
Cracken, es:
I, T. A. Baker, cashier of the
,above-named bank, do solenvnly swear
that the above stater* erne to
the best of my knowledge and belief.
T. A. BAKER, Caviller.
Correct attest:
ROBT, L. REEVE.,
JACOB WEIL,
S. WALLACE WEIL,
Directors.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 15th day of Inevember, 1905. I
DOW WILCOX, Notary Public.
My comminion expires Pin. 14.
1908.
OFFICE
126 Broadway
Attsburg Coal
BOTH TELEPHONES NO. 3
JAS. J. O'DONNELL,
Manager.
.0.°
4a
Pittsburg Coal Co.
New Books Worth Reading
"THE ROUSE OF MIRTH"  EDITH WHARTON
A story of absorbing interest. Mrs. Wharton's best book
"THE CONQUEST OF CANAAN' - - TARKINGTON.
As bright and entertaining as any of his previous books.
"YOLANDE, THE MAID OF BURGUNDY" - - CHAS. MAJORS.
Every bit as good as his "Vibes: Knighthood Was in Flower."
These and a hunched other books-The newest and best copy-right nov-
els-we offer "au at $1.20 each.
See our 50t tine of copyrights. We offer some regular Sr.", books at
this price.
Once more we ten you about oar sheet musk. Come and see our stock
aed get our free catalogues.
Darbour's Book Department
USE KEVIL'S
aristocrat flour
The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
Miss 'Sallie Grew-ham. of Livings-
ton county, returned home yesterday
after visiting her sister. Mrs. Dr. C.
E. Purcell.
_
IDEAL
MEAT MARKET
We have added to our
fine stock of meats a full
line of fish, both fresh wa-
ter and salt Veer.
Fresh Water Salt Water
Buffalo Red Snapper
Cat Fish Spanish Mac'l
White Perch Smelts
Croppies Salmon
Steak Cat Trout
Black Bass Oysters
We call the attention of
merchants to the fact that
we will fill all orders for
fish at any time of day
and give them special price.
• the Buffet s
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, proprietor.
PINK OLD WIN N!) AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. A
fine noonday lunch for 25 cents.
-
L. LE BOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385-Residence 1696
YOUR WATCH
Is a very Important feakare bf businere
and social life.
A perfect thus-keeper fs a vital fleecesl
In business. Is •
You will he prompt fa attending Tram
Metal engageineets if your watch Is Alba.
Let us sail yod watch that will virus
tail you.
Xmas Line on Display at
Wolffs Jewelry Store,
Watch for Grand Gpening of our new store.
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